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Prospectivengers
tour Stockton campus
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\Incoming students visit Pacific to
het a taste of local university life
LACYHYLAND

w ere also on hand to welcome
the group.
Following the opening
The second
week of
remarks, students had the
February got the attention of
opportunity to meet with rep
the Admissions Office when
resentatives
from
COP,
more than 750 applications
Conservatory
of
Music,'
came in during a 48-hour peri
Eberhardt School of Business,'
od.
Bernard School of Education,
This set the stage for last
School of Engineering, SIS and
weekend's Profile Day.
the School of Pharmacy.
[ On Sunday, March 29 UOP
Also available were repre
hosted its annual Profile Day
sentatives from the Adult Re
tor students who have been
entry program and the
accepted to UOP for the Fall
McGeorge School of Law.
1998 semester.
PmV0St
A special luncheon and
vta'K
Pacific Profile Day is an
activities fair gave the students
opportunity for accepted fresh- a
chance to peruse a sampling Disorders, Study Abroad
nan, transfer and admitted
about 200 remaining as
of more than 100 clubs and Programs and Athletics.
students and their families to
overnight
guests.
organizations on campus and
Campus tours and overnight
got familiar with life at UOP.
Staci
Miller,
Enrollment
to ask questions about student stays with current residents
Prospective students began life.
Services Counselor, considered
concluded the day's events,
the day with a welcome session'
Afternoon
programming with overnight guests attend the event a huge success.
by President Don DeRosa included sessions with repre
"I would like to encourage
ing an actual class of their current students to participate
and Dean Ed Schoenberg. Katie
sentatives from Career and choice on Monday morning.
in next year's Pacific Profile
rnpf011' the President of Internship Services, Financial
Approximately 500 students Day," Miller said.
A, and Fabienne Serriere Aid, RHA, Communicative
signed up for the event, with
A few options include host
Pacifican Guest Writer
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With a pmyecthv stoknt mj M< /amlfyHuri,« /to'™!
ing a prospective student as an
overnight guest, participating
in the activity fair, and provid
ing campus tours.
"The true behind-the-scenes
outlook from actual students is
one of the high-points of Profile
Day,'' said one prospective student."It was also great meeting
new people."

Some faculty pay to increase Ramps revamped

j p^.

national average would be eliAccording to an outline of
giblefor the increase.
the faculty salary plan, pro
Provost Philip Gilbertson vided
at
Thursday's
Meni,bers
the Academic explained Thursday that, Academic Council meeting, a
Cft
under the recommended plan, faculty member's merit must
? to approve a new if an individual school's com first be determined before
D|,„
Plan whw. Would increase
bined salaries are above the he/she is eligible for a salarv
'acuity
national
average for that par increase.
Ver
tHe
eXt
^yeat^ °
"
ticular discipline, but a partic
Merit is defined in the plan
currenfpicm, Would increase ular faculty member's salary is as "solid, satisfactory perfor
. en' salaries °t
<W»
of th
those below the national average, mance," and is drawn from
u«" quanry to
ments
n
,
""
he/she is ineligible for this three years' or more of perfor
more
that qualify
l0re ,
resemhle national
averap °fsalary increase.
mance evaluations. The out
/>%ures.
Gilbertson also said that, line states that "faculty who
jvou!dU ldU°' sa'arY increases under this plan, entire depart have been employed for less
ments will increase their than three years would not be
different f°r faculty
3nd/
departments, salaries by 3 percent each year, eligible for salary increments
0r
(
n because each not individuals. He said it is under this plan." Moreover,
up to the faculty of that partic merit does not determine the
8
rentnation
I'
" sa
'ary. However, ular department to divvy up amount of increase, only the
irtk
^ whose entire the 3 percent among individu eligibility of the individual.
^ent is below the als.
See Salary page 4
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Physical Plant redoes walkways to
comply with federal regulations
JENNIFER SOLL
Pacifican staff writer

"The ADA is a federal law
that was passed in 1990
which was made to provide

Something is changing
See Ramps page 2
around Burns Tower and it
has nothing to do with cam
pus tours and perspective
ASUOP I Go vote!
3
UOP students.
Physical Plant has been Facuity salary plan
5
working on a project which
9
will change the asphalt walk Juvenile criminals
ways around the tower to Pacifican of the week
10
concrete.
Calandar
14
This is part of a four year
"D D D
»
Dye Dye Dirdie
project that coincides with
17
the
Americans
with Lacrosse victory
21
Disabilities Act, according to
24
Joe Kirim, Director of Softball
Physical Plant.

Inside

Berkeley junior
spends bteak in
Serbian jail cell

female member of the group.
Crawford was then separated
from the males.
The prisoners were released
SAN FRANCISCO - For
last Monday after a U.S. diplo
three days, UC Berkeley junior
mat negotiated their release.
Daniel Perez spent his spring
They are now forbidden to
break locked up on the other
return to the country for three
side of the world in a freezing
Serbian jail cell, living on a years.
Three of the prisoners, who
scant supply of food.
are
Bay Area natives, arrived
While other students spent
back
in the United States last
their break with friends and
families, Perez, along with five week and held a press confer
other Americans, went to the ence in San Francisco on
Serbian province of Kosovo to Saturday to discuss their
try to promote nonviolence in ordeal and the ethnic strife
an area torn by ethnic strife they witnessed.
Although 90 percent of the
between Serbians and ethnic
people in the region are ethnic
Albanians.
The Americans, who are Albanians, the Serbian minori
affiliated with the San ty exercises much of the
authority-often violently, they
Francisco-based organization
Peaceworkers, were arrest said.
The peace workers left the
ed by Serbian police last
United
States on March 8. They
Saturday. They were immedi
were
later
detained in Pristina,
ately given a hasty trial and
sentenced to 10 days in prison the provincial capital of
for failing to register with Kosovo, as they supported an
Serbian authorities as visitors Albanian student protest in
to the region — charges they which students were trying to
say were inflated because of gain the right to study their
own culture and language at
their foreign identity.
After the sentencing, prison Kosovo University. The vio
guards shaved the heads of lence in Kosovo escalated
five male peace workers, spar throughout the month of
March, with the Serbian gov
ing 23-year-old Berkeley resi
dent and University of San ernment killing at least 80
Francisco student Teresa Albanians.
See Berkeley page 4
Crawford, who was the only

NORMAN WEISS
Daily Cal Staff Writer

The walkways near Burns Tower are being replaced to complywuh me ADA law.

Ramps

continued from page 1

reasonable accommodations
for people with disabilities
in both places of education
and business," said Anita
Batista the director of
Disabled Student Services.
The Pacific part of the
project was started three to
four years ago and Physical
Plant is trying to complete it
this year.
The university has been
doing their best with the
amount of funds that are
available for these renova

tion, said Batista.
Several projects have
already been completed to
make the school more acces
sible. These include renova
tions of the School of
Education building, ramps,
and automatic doors.
The project is designed to
make the campus more
accessible to disabled stu
dents and visitors.
"By doing this, they are
changing the surface of the
sidewalks, making them
wider, and moving the
handicapped parking spaces

to the right of the tower for
better access," Kirim said.
"As the funds have
become available, Physical
Plant has been very respon
sive to getting the project
done," Batista said.
The concrete will be
replaced in several different
phases and weather permitting it will be completed bv
commencement in May.
As for the project budget
which comes from Physical
Plant, the cost will range
between $3,000 and $4,000,
Kirim said.

Media consultant first citizen leader on campus

THE PACIFICAN
David Frederickson, a
Washington, D.C. media
consultant, was the first
University of the Pacific
alumnus to participate in the
Citizen Leaders on Campus
program earlier this week.
"Sex, Lies and Audio
Tapes: The Media vs. the
Clinton White House 'Spin
Machine'" was the title of
his March 30 talk.
Frederickson has spent
the last 25 years working in
politics and government in
the nation's capital.
As a media consultant, he

has worked in both govern
ment and corporate worlds
and played an essential part
in the Republican presiden
tial campaign in 1996.
As an active Republican,
he worked with President
Gerald
Ford
for
the
American
Bicentennial
Celebration.
He also served as a con
sultant in the administra
tions of Presidents Ronald
Reagan and George Bush
and was a senior adviser to
the Dole-for-President campaign.
As the inaugural speaker
for the COP program,

Frederickson, a 1966 gradu
ate, spent a week at Pacific
speaking in various classes.
"It is always a treat when
our alumni return to campus
to share their experiences
with students," said College
of the Pacific Dean Robert
Benedetti.
"We know this program
will give Pacific students an
idea of real-world work as
well as first-person access to
information."
For additional informa
tion about the Citizen
Leaders on Campus pro
gram contact Benedetti at
946-2141.

Media consultant David Frederickson reporting in the

NEWS
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Last chance to vote p^cul^students honored at
in ASUOP election annual COP convocation
THE PACIFICAN
Today is the last chance
that students have to cast
their votes in the ASUOP
elections.
Polling booths will be held
in the McCaffrey Center until
3:00 p.m. this afternoon and
in the Grace Covell Dining
Hall from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m.
Russel Marzette and Dare
King are running as a team
for president and vice-presi
dent as well as Tim Rayl and
Jorge Barriere who are also
running on presidential and
vice-presidential ticket.
Peter Adams, Gabriel Jon
Baggett, Marie Grieve, Reina
Minoya, Maggie Vineyard
and Leanne Watanabe are all
running for Senator At Large
positions.

Matthew Dunsdon is run
ning for Engineering Senator.
David Frings and Rebecca
Smith are both running for
Business Senator positions.
Omar Tinoco is running
for School of Education sena
tor.

Kenneth Doolittle and
Molly Thompson are both
running for COP senators.
And Molly Campbell is
running for
Conservatory
senator.
Senator positions for SIS
and University College are
still open. Students wishing
to apply for these positions
can inquire at the ASUOP
office or call 946-2233.
Election results will be
covered the April 9 issue of
the Pacifican.

Campus runs dry
Broken water line caused by
physical plant construction

CHRISTINE NEILL
Pacifican News Editor
Construction
near
the
Sports Medicine area of cam
pus was the cause for a main
bater line to break early last
Friday evening, according to
hysical Plant director, Joe
Kirim.
VVater pressure dropped
' leaving most of the cam
pus with little or no water for

about an hour and a half
when a four-inch line was
hit March 27.
Kirim said that this has
happened before and that it
was nothing to be worried
about.
The school gets its water
from what is called the phar
macy well and had to work
from the back-up well which
is the power well.

See Broken Pipe page 4

Provost Philip Gilbertson acknowledges participants during last Thursday 's College of
the Pacific Spring Convocation during which mathematics professor Dennis Parker,
winner of the Faye and Alex Spanos Award for Teaching Excellence, spoke on the topic
'Mathematics: Where Have We Been? Where Are We Going?" Robert Benedetti,
Dean of the College of the Pacific, gave awards to outstanding seniors. A reception
was sponsored bv the College of the Pacific Student Association following the event

^ Domino's Pizza
Call us: 952-3030

Free Delivery

Sun-Thurs: 11 am to Midnight Fri & Sat: 11 am to 1 am

UOP Special

$8.99
1 Medium Pizza

1 Topping
2 Cans of Coke
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$9.99
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2 Cans of Coke
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Great Deals for
UOP Students
and Faculty

UOP Special
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2 Medium Pizzas
1 Topping
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For Rent

Drake Apartments
838 W. Stadium
Across the Street from UOP
Laiyc Two Bedrooms. One bathroom
Stosc. Rcfnjrcrator.

Ceiling fans. Window Air Conditionini
Laundrs hook-ups
Ow ifc-r pa> » wator/sewtr and trash.

MOVE IN SPECIAL

TWO WEEKS FREE
Rent as low as

Campus enforces non-smoking
where or at any time within
the buildings and facilities at
University of the Pacific is the University of the Pacific.
Smoking is also not per
committed to full compliance
mitted
during indoor or out
with the State of California
Assembly Bill 3037 and door campus events. This
Labor Code Section 6404.5, includes but is not limited to:
• Offices, shared or indi
which is now in full force.
vidual
This law prohibits smok
• Classrooms
ing in all enclosed work
• Conference rooms and
places.
For the health, safety and
lecture halls
• Faculty, staff and student
comfort of everyone, smok
ing is not permitted any
lounges

THE PACIFICAN

Hallways, stairways and
elevators
• Restrooms and store
rooms
• Event centers
• Locker rooms
• Libraries
• Gymnasiums
• Auditoriums
• University vehicles
This mandate is to main
tain safety and good health
for students and the campus
community.

mination.
continued from page 1
According the outline,
national average salaries will
be determined by the Higher
Education Data Sharing
Consortium report (HEDS)
and
the
College
and
University
Personnel
Association report (CUPA),
for each rank and discipline.
The outline states that "spe
cific disciplinary association
reports approved by the
school and the Provost" may
also contribute to the deter

Berkeley

continued from
fro page 2

Campus Crime Report
March 12,1998 through March 18,1998
Prepared by Shannon Witcher

Where

When

AKL

Mar. 18

Loss

Theft
Street sign found

Burglary
Manor Hall

Clothing - subject
arrested

Mar. 16

Vandalism
Tennis Courts
Stagg Stadium
Atchley Way

Mar. 12
Mar. 14
Mar. 13-14

Graffiti
Graffiti
Vehicle keyed

Miscellaneous
Weber Hall
Lot #5 (by WPC)

Mar. 13
Mar. 14

AKL

Mar. 18

Threatening e-mail.
Taggers
identified.
Trespasser
(referral to Student Life)

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of timePublic Safety officers provided :
•95 hours of foot patrol
•Found 22 open windows/doors
•Provided 4 escorts
•Assisted 5 stranded motorist
*Contacted 13 suspicious persons
•Contacted two persons with open contain
ers of alcohol.

If you have any inquires about any
of the information provided in this report,
you are encouraged to contact Jerry L.
Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety
at 946-2537, or Extension 2537 from campus
phones. You may also call anonymously to
report any suspicious circumstances or per
sons.

The former prisoners com
pare the situation in Kosovo to
the movement to integrate
black students into all-white
southern schools during the
1950s.
Perez, a 20-year-old peace
and conflict studies major, said
that while in prison he lived on
bread, water and soup. For
breakfast, he got a single hardboiled egg.
"We were cold and very
hungry," he said.
While jailed, Perez said he
talked to Albanian prisoners
who told him that guards
would constantly beat and tor
ture them. Perez said, however,
that none of the American
prisoners were exposed to
such treatment.
David Hartsough, the exec
utive director of Peaceworkers
who was also jailed, described
the prison's atmosphere as
dingy, cramped and full of an
"unbelievable
stench." He
added that "anybody who
questioned authority in the

Broken Pipe

continued from page 3
If there is a situation that
occurs and the backup well
is down, the university also
has a third back up which is
hooked up to the Cal Water
system.
Students
may
have
noticed that there was a
brownish tint to the water
after it had resumed full
flow.
"This is just sediment
from the pipes that haven't
been used in a while that
builds up," Kirim said. "The
water from the power well

Inadequate wages l
steady source of comrT
for many UOP faculty
Gilbertson addressed th,

a

by stating that the final goal (1i

the salary task force is lar '!
than the three-year goal fh
three-year goal is merely '
first step in the right direction
The proposed facultv
salary plan has another step
to go: it must be approved bv

the Board of Regents thi, i
month before it can be activat-!
ed.
slightest way would get treat
ed like a dog."
Crawford, who spent part of
her imprisonment alone in a
jail cell, said that she was wor
ried that the male guards I
would harm her.
"1 was really afraid that!
there were going to be no
women guards there and I was
afraid something physical was
going to happen to me," she
said.
The group said the only way
to prevent the violence is to
have international peopleespecially the media - docu
ment the beatings.
Crawford said she would
rather have stayed in prison for
10 days than get banned from
the country for three years.
Perez also wishes he was not
banned from the country.
"I'd go back in a second,' he
said. "I wouldn't even think
about it. Without internation
als (Kosovo) would explode.
The organization is plan"
ning to hold a town hall meet
ing on the UC Berkeley cam
pus on April 14 to discuss
crisis in Kosovo.

may have also been flowing
in a different direction, caw
ing sediment to gel 1111
around."
"There wasn't any' _
dangerous in the wa e
anything abnormal

that happening," he sm ^
Kirim said that the

asking what tne t
was and how soon
going to be resolve: . ^
"We assured stude ^
the problem waS'u"back »
that things would
normal quickly,
full
The water was bae
flow at about 5:30 p111

T H E
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EDITORIAL

Quote of the
Week
"A large
income is the
best recipe for
happiness I
ever heard
of
—Jane Austen,
Northanger
Abbey

New salary plan would produce small
pay increase for some Pacific faculty
..

. v

Guidelines presented to the
March 26th Academic Council
meeting, "The fund distribu
tion rules will be tailored to
each school/college and
should be determined locally."
Also, "meritous status will be
used to determine eligibility
for salary enhancement, but
not to determine the amount
of the enhancement." Those
salaries that are less than the
national averages will also be
raised.
The original proposal noted
that the Faculty Salary Plan
will not provide across-theboard increases to faculty.
Although professors might
not receive as much as they
hoped, Dr. Lydia Fox, execu
tive board member of the
Academic Council, said more
changes might be made in
three years.
Originally, the requirements
behind this plan were unrea
sonable.

The UOP Board of Regents
this week will take action on a
proposed plan from Academic
Council to raise some faculty
and staff salaries.
According to 1999 budget
recommendations, the plan
would provide a 3 percent
compensation increase for
some faculty and staff
depending upon individual
situations, effective January 1.
The amount of the increase,
like the requirements them
selves, are less than originally
expected.
The current plan will raise
the salaries of professors who
have been teaching at UOP for
more than three years. The
original proposal presented by
President Don DeRosa and
Provost Philip Gilbertson and
state that achieving the goal
wifl cost approximately $2.3
million. According to the
Recommended Faculty Salary
Plan
Principles
and
~—

«

"

~

When a plan was intro
duced to increase UOP faculty
salaries, word spread of a 20student minimum for a class
to remain available, which
sparked fear of the elimination
of smaller majors and late
graduation for many students.
Talk of a 300-unit minimum,
per year, required to be taught
by professors was another
misconception about the new
plan. As if that weren't
enough, all four-unit classes
changing to three-unit classes,
was another factor discussed.
This caused some professors
to worry about having no time
to publish scholarly materials
required by the University.
Although these were all
possible guidelines, the plan
has been revised and a more
reasonable proposal has been
put on the Academic Council
table.
Provost Gilbertson said the
300-unit minimum was just a
v a ft

t

!

a.

suggestion for each school to
increase enrollment. There is a
minimum number of students
required to keep a class open,
but it has been decreased to 10
for undergraduate classes and
six for graduate classes. Other
options will be offered to
seniors who need the class to
graduate. The only courses
that might change from four
units in value to three units are
the School of Business elective
courses. Therefore, professors
will not have to teach more
courses and there is plenty of
time and flexibility to fulfill
requirements for publications.
Although professors might
not receive as much of a raise
as desired, a raise is still a
raise. The Academic Council
has put together a reasonable
plan to encourage greater
enrollment in individual
schools, raise faculty salaries
and stimulate students and
faculty to manage time.
_~

.& -
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Do we really have prosperity? Question of the week
COMPILED BY MATT JOHNSON

Dear Editor:
Alan Greenspan, in a
recent speech to bankers in
Hawaii, admitted that the
Fed and other central banks
around the world were
astonished by the speed and
ferocity of the Asian crisis
last fall and in January. He
said that international finan
cial authorities are just begin
ning to understand the new
dynamics of the high-tech
international markets.
Mr. Greenspan discussed
the largest international
crises to affect the Federal
Reserve in the past ten years.
The Mexican peso crisis was
the first one he cited. Second
was the Asian crisis. And
then, to the amazement of
some, he expressed confi
dence that there would be a
third crisis. But once again,
his expressed concerns were
merely about the mechanical
workings of the markets,
rather than the overwhelm
ing evidence that a deriva
tives-debt bubble is about to
burst.

Any guess as to what
number three will be? My
best guess is something
involving Japan and China.
China may yet, for either
political or economic rea
sons, be forced to devalue its
currency. This would spread
a new wave of panic
throughout Asia, and would
accelerate
the
fall
of
American manufacturing. It
would guarantee a collapse
in Japan, and increase the
chances of Japan's wholesale
dumping of American secu
rities. Japan has stated on
numerous occasions that it
will exchange its American
paper assets for gold and
other hard commodities,
knowing full well that it's
abandonment of American
bonds would collapse the
dollar and possibly set off a
global wave of inflation.
The stock market is cur
rently repeating its previous
pattern of rocketing skyward
with the liquidity of the most
recent bailout. How far it will
go is anybody's guess. What
is obvious, from my recent

travels, is the large and
growing disparity between
Main Street and Wall Street.
Asian reverberations con
tinue to rattle the markets.
Many European markets
were down one percent or
more last night, and it s no
coincidence that Japan was
down more than two percent
earlier in the morning. The
world's fourth most popu
lous nation, Indonesia, refus
es to make IMF bailout con
ditions to heart, and threat
ens to topple both South
Korea and Japan in a domi
no-like cascade.
Complicating matters fur
ther is Indonesia's strategic
military location for U.S.
naval protection of Asian oil
flows. Growing nationalist
unrest is another under
standable and long term
reaction to be expected in the
region. The full effects of
shutdowns and unemploy
ment have not affected Asia's
political systems yet.

active person and didn't
want to "deteriorate."
I recently read an inter
view with Dr. Ira Byock, the
author of Dying Well: The
Prospect of Growth at the
End of Life. He is an admin
istrator for a hospice in
Montana. His encounters
with dying people prove to
me that we don't know any
thing about life until we go
through it; we are here for
the experience of life. There
is a prevailing wisdom that

dying a slow death must be
awful, but Byock has evi
dence that it isn't. Quite the
opposite. It can be an
encouraging, enlightening
time. Why would anyone
want to miss that? Check it
out
for
yourself:
www.dyingwell.com.

Should UOP professors receive a
raise in salary or are they making
enough?
"I admire the profes
sors for choosing a better place to teach
rather than choosing a
higher salary."
—John Alessio,
Sophomon

"I think they are mak
ing fust enough. The
students want to drive
Rolls-Royces too, but
not everyone can."
—Chris Phillips,
Sophomore
"I think they should
make more because
they do a good job, and
especially because they
work with the students
on a one-on-one basis.

Sincerely,
Steve Upton

A slow death can be better
Dear Editor:

The "He Said...She Said"
columns about euthanasia
that appeared in the March
26th issue of The Pacifican
were very timely. Oregon's
assisted death law received
some publicity when a doc
tor told the media about the
euthanasia death of an 80year-old woman. She said
she wanted to choose her
own time of death because
she had always been an

Sincerely,
Joyce McCallister
Writer
Marketing and University
Relations

The Pacifican Online helps abroad
Dear Editor:
It is so nice to finally see Die
Pacifican on the Internet. I'm
studying in Scotland this
semester, and I have only
received by mail (with many
thanks to the OIP office) real
copies of the first three news
papers of the semester. It is
very hard to keep in touch
with all the news when the
copies of the paper get here so

I really enjoyed Alex's Soph
far away from when the actual
events take place! Having Die Spot from the March 12th
Pacifican at my fingertips on issue. The dining hall conver
the web really makes it easier sations here are lacking as we
to keep in touch with the have no dining halls and cook
for ourselves in our campus
goings-on at UOP.
I also wanted to comment residences.
on how well the calendar
Keep up the good work and
looks this semester! It's nice to keep the online services com
open the paper and see correct ing.
information with less errors
than before. Missy DuBois is
Sincerely,
doing a great job! Go Missy!
Rhonda Greene

—Phill Boone,
Freshman

"They do not need to
flood die lawn everyday.
They should use that
money to pay teachers
more instead, because
they are more important
than grass."
—Krista Heeren,
Junior

"I think they should
make more because
they deserve to make
what they are worth.
and right now tha 1
not happening
Rich Block
Senior
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The new price of global knowledge for students
„o/VTT OSKINS
n^KTNS
SCOTT
paciflcan Guest Writer

The University of the
pacific was once a national
leader in the field of interna
tional education. Until recent
ly, UOP was one of the few

mllpcrpc in
colleges
in thic
this rmmfn?
country whose
commitment to global knowl
edge was so intensive that a
travel allowance for roundtrip international travel was
provided for all students
wishing to go abroad. The tra
dition of overseas study at

Tirvn
^
UOP was inherited from the
legendary
Covell
and
Callison Colleges, which were
known as the Cluster
Colleges and occupied what
we now call the Quad section
of our campus.
Covell students had the

.
opportunity to spend a
semester in Costa Rica while
Callison students spent their
sophomore year in India or
Japan. The experimentation
in higher education of the
1960s and 1970s in these two
Cluster Colleges gave rise to

o. unique study
many of. the
abroad opportunities that
UOP currently offers stu
dents. Our programs were so
unique that the Wall Street
Journal called UOP "ahead of
its time" because of the fact
See Abroad page 8

Open your eyes to Prop. 227 227: A good solution
called "English for the
Children" initiative. Many
I was not entirely surprised students are probably not
at the comments given in aware that Ron Unz, the per
responsible
for
response to the question, son
"Should public elementary Proposition 227, is a wealthy
schools end bilingual educa businessman and software
tion and teach students in developer with no back
English only?" The majority ground in bilingual educa
of the students who respond tion, and who has admitted
ed seem to be in favor of the that he has never even visited
English-only initiative. It is a bilingual classroom.
Unz, who ran for governor
my conviction that the
response from these students in the Republican primary in
were founded on patriotism 1994 and lost to Governor
Pete Wilson, has evidently
rather than intellect.
Their primary argument written this initiative to
was that if people are living increase his public profile as a
in the United States they politician.
The proposition makes it
should
learn
English.
However, this is precisely illegal to teach in the native
what bilingual education is language of the children. The
doing—teaching
students proposition places limited
English in their native lan English-speaking children of
guage. Bilingual education is all ages and languages into
an instructional method that one classroom. If this propo
teaches
Limited-English- sition were to pass, schools
Proficient (LEP) children would either have to gear
English while at the same instruction to the level of
time teaching them other sub English-speaking students
jects such as science, math, and leave LEP students
and social studies in their behind, or simplify the lan
native language. In fact, bilin guage instruction and slow
gual education has been more the academic progress of
successful in teaching stu English proficient students.
In some districts, bilingual
dents English than other
forms of instruction in creat education has not been suc
ing high academic achieve cessful. However, the propo
sition is extreme because it
ment.
I am certain that many would outlaw local programs
EOP students and citizens of for teaching English, even
California are not aware of those that prove successful,
Proposition 227, that so- instead of allowing school
Dear Editor:

districts to decide for them
selves.
There are many organiza
tions that are against
Proposition 227, including
California
Teachers
Association and California
School Boards Association. In
addition, MEChA and AASU
have been struggling to edu
cate the UOP community on
bilingual education and the
proposition that would elimi
nate it. In the aftermath of
Propositions 187 and 209, this
proposition is another mech
anism in a scapegoating trend
to oppress Chicanos and
other under-represented peo
ple. As a Muslim, and a mem
ber of MEChA, it is my oblig
ation to be on the side of the
oppressed, and to fight for
civil rights and educational
opportunities not only for
Chicanos, but for all underrepresented people. This
bilingual ban would not only
affect people of Mexican
decent, but all ethnic people.
On June 2, voters will face
a critical choice, a decision
which will affect the future of
the children of California. It is
my anticipation that students
of UOP will become educated
on this issue prior to this
date. It is not an issue solely
based on language but on
education.
Sincerely,
Daniel Hurtado

UOP Pub: A definite possibility
Dear Editor:

Eve

been reading the
for the last four years
nce my son has been a stuer>t there. The paper seems to
ave improved—it
seems more
acifican

campus music events for all
I read your opinion article
ages at their pub. Maybe this
about having a pub on campus.
can be used to help persuade
My younger daughter attends
UOP to add a pub to their cam
a college that has a pub open to
students under 21 years of age, pus scene.
as music events are held there.
Sincerely,
This college is a lot smaller than
Mary Ann Roberts
UOP and seems to offer money

Dear Editor

I am writing to the
Pacifican in response to the
editorial in reference to
Prop. 227 (March 12, 1998),
the proposition to end bilin
gual education in the state of
California. I am in total sup
port of this proposition and 1
am here to say why and
counter some misconcep
tions posted in the editorial.
The problem with bilin
gual education is not the
ideals of the system, but the
goals. It mandates that peo
ple with a native language
other than English be taught
in thi
native language
until they are fully capable
of functioning in Englishmedium classes. This is a
very worthy idea, but has no
practicality.
The problem goes back to
the editorial in question, in
which a UOP Spanish pro
fessor is quoted and the
graphic has a Spanish word
in it. The Federal Bilingual
Education Act of 1986 pro
vides any student in public
school whose native lan
guage is not English the
opportunity to be taught for
at least on year in their
native language.
Although I was born in
the US., my parents' native
language is Marathi. 1 chal
lenge the Pacifican and any
bilingual ed. supporter to
find a public school in
California (or the whole US.
for that matter) that has an
English-Marathi Bilingual
Educational program. It is
also mentioned that we are
entitled to interpreters any
where in the public school
system. They are nowhere to
be found.
Here is the biggest prob

lem with the editorial: "The
fact is, English is not legally
this country's official lan
guage." That is absolutely
true, 1 am not here to chal
lenge that, but this issue is
over a California Initiative,
and as an educated citizen I
am well versed in the
Constitution of the State of
California. It doesn't appear
to me that the Pacifican is
because the newspaper
would have found, in Article
3, Section 6, Part B, Line 2, it
states, "English is the official
language of the State of
California." Federal laws
about the official language
are totally irrelevant in a dis
cussion of a California initia
tive.
As far as Dr. Giraldez's
reference to the official lan
guages that co-exist in
Switzerland, this has little to
do with the issue. First of all,
there is no bilingual educa
tional program there, and if
the Pacifican and Dr.
Giraldez had done their
research before making a
quote, they would knowthat no matter where you
live in Switzerland, you
have to learn two of the four
official languages to get
your high school diploma.
The editorial also asks,
"Why must we disregard a
language that has obviouslybecome a part of our
nation?" This is a valid ques
tion but I ask, why must the
nation, the Pacifican, the stu
dent body of UOP, and the
authors of the editorial dis
regard all the other lan
guages that have obviousB
become a part of our natioj

Si»

Papool Chi.

Mountain lions: Danger? A personal experience
SCOTT SWITZER
Pacifican Staff Writer

Since 1971, it has been ille
gal to hunt or kill mountain
lions unless they posed an
immediate threat or were
killing livestock. This means
that the mountain lion, also
called the cougar, has
enjoyed a relatively safe life.
It also means that no cougar
has ever been alive at a time
when the hunting of cougars
was legal. Sightings and
incidents with cougars are
becoming more common
among humans, because
cougars have little reason to
fear us.
It is about time that the
hunting of mountain lions
again becomes a possibility.
I am not advocating the
opening of hunting on
mountain lions just for plea
sure and sport. That is
unethical. However, I am
advocating putting fear into

the minds of an animal who
has no fear at this time, and
is becoming an increasing
menace to humans, especial
ly children.
Certain environmentalists
and protective groups will
tell you that there is a
greater chance of being
struck by lightning than
being attacked by a moun
tain lion. If this is the case,
lightning strikes the area in
which I live too often. In just
the past three years, I can
recall at least four attacks on
friends of mine by mountain
lions. There have been a
great deal more sightings,
and many incidents with
livestock and pets.
The most recent incident I
know of is a cougar that was
hunting an area near my
grandfather's house. In a
very small area, not over
four to five miles in diame
ter, this cougar has killed
five dogs, a peacock, and

I am not pushing for the another mindless brute who
some cattle. This is not a
total
obliteration of the just wants to kill. Before you
poor creature that is hunting
cougar.
In fact, I would like pass judgment, ask your
for food, this is a creature
that is killing for sport. to see more game reserves selves one question. How
Cougars will often kill for where cougars could live would you feel if it was your
sport, sometimes to teach peacefully. I am arguing that friend, or even you, who
their young, and other times there are entirely too many walked out into their own
just for fun. Whatever the cougars in California, and front yard and got attacked?
reason, it is time they they are getting much too If this would not bother you,
stopped looking at humans brave. I am sure many of then you may call me what
you may think of me as ever you wish.
as a midday snack.
University believes that too
much money is being lost in
continued from page 7
the process of sending stu
that a student was able to dents abroad. The truth is
more concerned with your
study in any region of the that UOP profits from the
character than your reputa
world without having to majority of students abroad
tion. Your character is what
worry about the expenses because they all pay hill
you are while your reputa
involved in getting there. tuition and room & board for
tion is merely what others
After all, one's stay in a cul programs that cost thousands
think you are.
ture different from his/her of dollars less. UOP students
The school does not even
own should be a life-chang are also forced to pay the
want us to participate in
ing experience. This will all ASUOP fee, McCaffrey
school events because we
change in Spring, 1999, when Center fee, residence hall fee
are a club. The Greek System
UOP will discontinue the and health center fee which
made sure we did not get
travel allowance for students they are obviously not able to
into Greek Night at Stockton
use while they are overseas.
Rocks and are trying to keep going abroad. This decision Furthermore, they must pur
was reached by the Provost
us out of Anchor Splash next
chase private health insur
year. That is pretty pathetic. and V.P. of Student Life after
ance and pay out of p°c
the
1996-1997
Program
It is hard to shake hands
for services like e-mai am
with clenched fists but this Review process and was
various activities fees at cer
constant headbutting with never properly explained or
tain overseas sites. The trace
everyone has taught us our announced to the campus
allowance served to o
community.
It
was
conclud
friendship is more impor
these costs for studen s
tant than a house, a name or ed that UOP shouldn't invest
well as allow studen s
this
money
in
travel
even a national charter, and
financial aid the chance
allowances
simply
because
that is how it should be.
"no
other
college
in
the
coun
shrdy
abroad. A ^
Here is a piece of advice for
education
has now been ^
try
provides
such
an
anyone who is close to
allowance."
The
imized
by
jumping in the boat we are
Administration
of
this
Administration
in: "It is better to die on your

Unbreakable: SAE speaks out
Dear Editor:

There has been a lot of
talk lately about the SAE fra
ternity issues, and I hope to
clear some of it up.
First off, we would like to
apologize to the Alumni of
Rhizomia for any controver
sy there has been in the past
month for using their name.
It is no longer being used.
I am sorry to say this, but
this school is not what it
used to be. After taking
away football, Bid Day, and
keeping a hand on the throat
of the Greek System, this
campus has really been
sucked dry of a lot of fun. I
heard stories when Pacific
was one of the liveliest col
leges. What happened?
Aside from parties, our
fraternity has a strong ath
letic and academic back
ground. This year we had 20
NCAA and eight Club ath
letes. We had the second
highest cumulative GPA on
campus last year. There are
only a couple fraternities
here anyway and kicking us

out is not making the school
better. In fact I think it is
hurting the school. We are
still here, and we are the
same group of guys, we just
don't have a name. We even
got a solid pledge class this
year. So, if your plans were
to wash us down the drain,
it will never happen.
The reason we got kicked
off was because we were
having parties while on pro
bation and certain members
were getting into fights with
other fraternities.
We decided to give up our
charter
because
the
Nationals threatened to kick
members out. We were
cleaning our act up before
we got kicked out of our
house, but I guess breaking
probation was the last straw.
It is shocking that public
safety cannot find better
things to do in this town
than breaking up parties feet fighting, than live on
and busting people for being your knees"
too loud. This is college,
isn't it?
Sincerely,
To all the people in the
The Men of the former
Greek system, you should be
Cal Rho chapter of SAE

Abroad.

The Pacifican would like to apologize to Julian Zabal
^
for the confusion with his quote in last week's q«es
the week. The quote should have read: "Yes, beca^^
makes a parent feel like he or she is eliminating ever) ^
that is entertaining from their child's viewing - an
makes better children in the long run.
—-
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"fedS^0re.Pr°!«!iPn= Student or patient?

jACLYN EDWARDS
Pacifican Staff Writer

Why is abortion, the most
aintmon surgical procedure
among U.S. women, not
given more than a few senI fences in medical school
courses? How can hospitals
and other medical schools
ignore approximately 1.5
million women a year, forced
to terminate their pregnancy
without adequate medical
attention?
Twenty-five years ago, the
US. Supreme Court ruled
that a woman's right to an
abortion was assured by the
Constitution.
However,
: women cannot get abortions
| if there are no physicians
around to perform them.
According to the Family
Research Council, 92.5 per
cent of U.S. medical schools
offered first-trimester abor
tion training, in 1976. In
1912, the rate dropped to
68.8 percent.

Adding to the decline, in
1993 abortion services were
unavailable in 84 percent of
U.S., and one-third of all
American women live in
these counties.
Doctors have also been
scared lately by anti-abor
tion activists, using violence
against clinics.
To restore the needs
regarding
reproductive
health for women, the
Accreditation Council for
Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME) voted unanimous
ly to pass a new regulation.
This mandate requires
that all medical residents
specializing in obstetrics and
gynecology be trained to
perform elective abortions.
Individual residents expressing moral or religious objec
tions would be able to opt
out of the abortion training.
In addition, the ACGME
has emphasized that unless
the procedure is required,
many OB/GYN students

will choose to opt out of
abortion training, and there
fore decrease access to abor
tion.
Many have expressed
opposition to this since the
January 1996 regulations.
Physician James Schreiber,
M.S.
at
Washington
University Medical Center
stated in American Medical
News, "Institutions with
moral objections are being
forced into an untenable

He said.

who want abortions and can
not get them disturbing, and
due
to
shortages
of
providers, lack of funding, or
legal barriers, the "right to
choose" abortion has become
a hollow promise.
Now that abortion classes
are mandatory, and soon-tobe physicians are becoming
more familiar with this pro
cedure, women may not
have to resort to dangerous
back-alley surgeries.

>1
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She said. . .

MIKE COMB

well. Apparently, the shoot
ings occurred due to one of the
children's anger with a string
Last Tuesday two boys, 13 of four ex-girlfriends. I hate to
and 11 years old, allegedly sound old fashioned, but what
opened fire at an Arkansas is a child of this age doing
school killing five people and with four ex-girlfriends? To
wounding 11 others.
me it sounds like their parents
Since this disaster, many were probably not exercising
people have been calling for enough control or interest in
new laws allowing children to the children's lives.
be tried as adults. Under cur
Whoever read my article on
rent laws, if convicted, the gun control may remember
bovs would be released from that I am very much against
juvenile hall at age 18. Any guns. Well, I may have to
bw lowering the age at which make an exception—one
a minor may be tried as an should probably be used on
adult (14 in most states) whoever made weapons
would simply be a reactive
available to these kids who are
move that would not solve the barely old enough to spend
| Problem.
the night without a babysitter.
The blame in this type of sitIt is undeniable that what
I nation cannot be placed on the these two boys did is wrong,
child, but on a society that but they are not adults. They
noes not care enough about its are not old enough to under
children to outlaw guns, to stand the results of their
Pay teachers what they are actions or even the motiva
uorth or to help parents proptions behind those actions.
er|>' raise their children.
You simply cannot treat some
I u ^'s case'a fair portion of one who is not old enough to
e blame should probably fall
think for himself or herself as
n
_° the children's parents as an adult.

position."
Responding to the nega
tive criticism, executive
director of ACGME, John C.
Gienapp, Ph.D., replied, "For
the safety of patients, it is
essential that physicians pro
viding abortion services are
trained and competent."
Today abortion is a legal
medical
procedure that
needs to be provided for, not
ignored.
I find the fact that women

HEATHER BRANDT
Pacifican Staff Writer

Pacifican Staff Writer

Adult or
juvenile—Is
there a set a
for murder)

f

The fire alarm sounds in an
Arkansas middle school and
students
walk
outside.
Suddenly, shots ring
out.
Students scream and flea and
when the chaos settles, their
teacher .and four female stu
dents lie dead.
The gunmen, armed with
rifles and handguns, were an
11-year-old classmate and his
13-year-old
accomplice.
Enough said?
Eleven years old and he
took the lives of five individu
als, forever changing the lives
of many more. Yet when these
boys turn eighteen, by
Arkansas law, their records
will be cleared and they will be
released from jail.
That isn't a very high price
to pay for murder. Arkansas
law did not prohibit the boys
from possessing anything
other than handguns. One of
the boys had been formally
trained to use the rifles.
These boys should be treat

ed as adults in the courtroom.
There are numerous factors in
this case that suggest that the
crime was pre-meditated. I
believe pre-meditation signals
a maturity that warrants con
sideration as an adult.
Children under the age of
fourteen should be given the
same fair trial, and if convict
ed, the same punishment as an
adult. Age, insanity or any
other excuse does not grant
these children the right to take
a life.
Why are children acting so
violently and without regard
for human life? It is impossible
to pinpoint the reason why our
society seems to be deteriorat
ing, but it is time to assess our
morals, our laws, and our
rights, as individuals to feel
secure in letting our children
go to school in the morning. I
don't think we should treat
children like crazed lunatics
and lock them in jail. It is time
to put them through the justice
system as adults when they
take on such crimes Is that a
high price to pay for a life?
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Creek Council, a unique club with unique members
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor
Alpha Phi, DG, Theta, TriDelt, Pike, Phi Delt, Archania,
Omega, and AKL. What do
they all have in common?
They are all Greek. Of course
you knew that, but how
much do you know about
Greek Council? You know,
that select group who meet
every Tuesday evening and
discuss weekly Greek events.
Headed up by new Men's
President Chris Reese and
Women's President Kibby
Batton, the Greek Council has
set three new goals to be
reached over the course of the
next year. The goals include
increasing Rush numbers,
increasing the communica
tion between Greeks and
non-Greeks, and to promote

enthusiasm among members
of Greek Council.
The members of Greek
Council aren't all about busi
ness. On May 1st, the annual
"All Greek BBQ" is held,
"Sorority Presents" is held on
April 19, and coming up soon
is the annual "Week of Give"
where the fraternities and
sororities are paired up to put
on a philanthropy. This event
will be held from April 6
through April 10.
Says Men's President
Chris Reese, "The purpose of
Greek Council is to promote
the greek system on campus,
to increase Greek numbers,
and to act as the liason
between the Greek houses
and the outlying community.
With Advisor Rick Morat
overseeing these student
leaders, all agree that Greek

Pacifican of the Week

Let's get physical
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Greek Council would like to congratulate the winners at the annual CfeeT
Council Awards Ceremony held last Thursday in the Regents Dining Room:

u

Order of Omega Chapter Scholarship Award: Pi Kappa Alpha and Delta Delta Delta
Gamma Sispna Alpha Individual Academic Achievment Aivard: Brian Baumgartne
Archania; Natalie Edwards, Kappa Alpha Theta; Michell Amaral, Kappa Alpha Theta
Community Service Award: Delta Gamma and Pi Kappa Alpha
Scholarship Program Axvard: Phi Delta Theta
Chapter President of the Year: Michael Costa, Phi Delta Theta, Susie Berg, Kappa Alpha
Theta
Chapter of the Year: Delta Delta Dejta
Greek Man/Woman of the Year: Jon Bagett, Pi Kappa Alpha; Megan Doan, Kappa Alphj
Theta
Council is meant to be able to
"take a closer look at the
involvment of the Greek
System, and as for the current

members — show more
enthusiasm!"
If you would like to sit in
on a Greek Council meeting,

there are meetings held even
Tuesday evening at 7pm in |
the Conference Room in the
McCaffrey Center.

Attention: The results are in...
"If faculty salaries a r e raised, s h o u l d their w o r k l o a d b e increased?
Various student opinions on the
subject:
Of 50 respondents, six favored
increasing the workload, while 44
were against the idea.

"If they are paid more, they should
do more."
Art Venelay
"I think they do enough stufl
and they should get a raise.
Nick Chow
"Due to the cost of living, the facd
ty does need an 1U
increase,
^"*nr>1' f0r
•I
_ should not have to work m
it."
Michelle Sproat

o
m

you can exercise and have
fun at the same time. Not
only can you be a part of any
A good work out can do intermurals sports team, but
two things for you. The first the Baun Fitness Center is
is to make you look good here for you to work out at
your convephysically, and
nience. You
also keep you
may wonder
healthy and in
how
these
s h a p e .
programs
Another thing
have become
exercising
so successful
does for you is
and popular.
boost
your
self-esteem.
Well, one man
You set a goal
has dedicated
for yourself to
his time to
become physi
insure
the
cally fit, so
athletic pro
when
you
grams here at
finally accom
UOP are all
plish the goal McBride = Pacific fitness they can be
you not only
and more,
look great, but you now
For the last nine years,
know that you are capable John McBride has been quite
of living up to the expecta an asset to the campus as
tions that you have set for Director
of
Athletic
yourself.
Here at the Performance. His office is in
University of the Pacific
See 'Pacifican' on page 13
there are many waysthat

LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifican Staff Writer
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"My dad is a teacher and I
the hell they go through.
Ashlie Silva
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Greek Life

Archania
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This has been quite a busy week for Alpha Kappa Phi
and its members. Last weekend the house held a BroSweetheart scavenger hunt that was an absolute blast!
We ended up with some pretty interesting final items,
and made our Saturday night a success in the process,
Archania would also like to welcome a very distin
guished and appreciated alumni back home today. Mr.
David W. Frederickson graduated from L'OP in 1966,
and went on to build an extremely successful and
remarkable career as a political and corporate consultant. Mr. Frederickson is furthermore celebrated today
by many for his accomplishments in the arenas of poli
tics, finance, public affairs and media communications.
While this short article hardly does Mr. Frederickson's
long list of accomplishments and talents justice, the Men
of Archania greatly appreciate both what he stands for
and his relationship to this great house.
Mr.
Frederickson is a role model, and we would like to wel
come him back to his Archite roots.
And last but not least, Archania is pumped up for the
Alumni Golf Tournament this weekend! Hopefully the
weather will cooperate, but I'm sure we'll manage to
have a good time no matter what the circumstances.
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If you are greek
have any Greek news
you'd like to share,
contact Alex @
946.2114

Oak
Park
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UOP DISCOUNT
Bowling just $2
a game with
student i.d.

im e3900 WEST LANE

- Coffee Shop + Lounge

Tracks"

466-3317

3
West Lans

RHA News

RHA elections are a success
Residence Hall Association N.C.C.
For the office of
(RHA) is a campus organiza President candidates were
tion with the purpose of required to get five signatures
advocating students living on from each of the represented
campus. With the end of the halls along with their applica
All other offices
current year coming, the need tion.
to pass on leadership rolls is required an application to be
one of the tasks that needs to filled out and submitted. The
be taken care of. With that in purpose of having election
mind, RHA had elections for this early is to allow ample
new officers over the month time for new officers to get
prior to spring break. acquainted with their newCandidates filled out an positions so that they will be
application for the office that better able to represent stu
they were interested in and dents living on campus.
turned them in by the due Elections took place on March
date on March 2. All offices 10, 1998 at the weekly meet
were up for election includ ing of RHA general session.
ing President, Vice-President, The vote for each office came
Secretary,
Treasurer, from representatives of each
Activities
Director,
and residence hall that RHA rep

resents The new officers for
the upcoming 98-99 school
year are:
President Henry Chan,
Vice-President
Galen
Coleman, Treasurer Erica
Birlew, Co-officers: Faraah
Mullings & Uyen Ho. All of
the offices except Secretary
and Activities Director had
candidates. RHA is still look
ing for anyone interested in
those positions. Applications
are
available
in
the
Residential Life and Housing
Office. Please turn them into
the RHA president's box.
Congratulations to all newofficers and good luck during
the upcoming year. Make us
proud.

I

What's up doc

Zits, pimples, acne....Yuk!
SARAH GRIMES
Pacifican Staff Writer

MMMMMttjj
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Acne vulgaris, more
commonly known as pim
ples or zits, affect more than
80 percent of teenagers and
nearly 5percent of adults
between the ages of 25-44
years. Most acne begins in
puberty and involves the
face, back, and upper chest.
Adult acne strikes women
in their mid 20s to late 30s.
Flare ups tend to occur
around the menstrual cycle
and pimples are often local
ized to the chin and jaw-line.
Propionibacterium acnes
is a bacteria that lies deep
within the base of the hair
follicles which cover the
face, neck, back and chest
In response to a hormone
called androgen, a product
called sebum is manufac
tured and secreted into the
hair follicle. A
series of
f reactions
^results in
[the trap"ping
of
I this sebum
(causing
a
plugged
, f ol I i which
is
the

and oral preparations avail
able by prescription can be a
part of an individualized
treatment plan. Birth con
trol pills are an effective
treatment in many females
Potential side effects of each
drug choice should be
explained and weighed
against possible benefits.
For example, tetracycline, a
popularly
used oral antibi
Acne vulgaris, more
otic, may cause photosensi
commonjy known as tivity. Retin A, a topical
cream, can initially result in
pimples or zits,
affect more than 80 increased redness and
inflammation of the skin
percent of teenagers No treatment regimen will
and nearly Spercent result in overnight clearing.
Successful results may not
of adults between
be evident for approximate
the ages of 25-44
ly 4 to 6 weeks.
Feel free to make an
years.
appointment at the Health
on the type of acne lesions Center to discuss a plan that
present. The face should be is individualized to your
washed no more than twice needs.
a day. Frequent and vigor
ous washing can potentially
If you have a
increase
acne
lesions.
question you'd like
Women should use only
water-based make-up prod
answered by the
ucts.
Health Center, let
Cher the counter prod
ucts are often effective Alex Zmansky know.
against acne. Products such
Call him at 946as benzoyl peroxide are still
2114
considered first line treat
ment. A variety of topical

/

beginning of
all acne
lesions.
Acne lesions may be clas
sified as non-inflammatory,
also known as white heads
or
blackheads.
Inflammatory lesions may
result in a more reddened
and irritated or deep cystic
lesion. Treatment is based

I
ir'
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Counseling

Learning the basics Extension classes focus on films
VIRGINIA LUCCHETTI
Pacifican Guest Writer
"I need serious help. I can
not take notes to save my life.
Is there any hope for me at
all, any classes, any any
thing?"
Sincerely, About to flunk
Dear About to Flunk,

UOP offers many resources
that might be able to help
you. First, please talk with
your student advisor about
this problem. Set aside some
time soon and see if your
advisor can suggest some
note taking techniques that
might work for you. If your
note taking difficulty seems
resistant to the suggestions of
your student advisor, please
talk with someone in the
Academic Skills Center, your
Academic Advisor or some
one in the Tutorial Center. If
the problem persists, please
call the Counseling Center
and make an appointment for
individual counseling.
In your quest for a solu
tion, it helps to consider the
underlying causes of your
dilemma. Some common
causes are (1) difficulty con
centrating, (2) difficulty
understanding the class
material, (3) difficulty orga
nizing the material, (4) lack of
skill in note-taking, or (5)
learning disability. For exam
ple, if you find it difficult to
concentrate while in class,

you might find yourself day
dreaming or feeling "lost." In
either case, taking good notes
would be almost impossible.
Make sure that your courses
are not too difficult for you.
Talk with your professors so
that you can find ways to
understand the material bet
ter. Also, make sure that you
do not have some unresolved
personal problem that contin
ually
interrupts
your
thoughts when you are trying
to concentrate during lec
tures.
Finally, make sure that
you are getting enough sleep,
eating well and keeping alco
hol use to a minimum. Keep
in mind that note-taking is a
skill. As with any skill, it can
be learned and mastered as
long as there are no underly
ing obstacles. To your note
worthy success!

Restaurant
&

If you like going to the
movies and talking about
them
afterward,
take
advantage of one of the
Lifelong Learning classes
taught by Dr. Reinhart Lutz
in April.
In "The Vietnam War in
Film,
Literature
and
History," students will
explore how filmmakers
like Oliver Stone (Platoon)
and Francis Ford Coppola
(Apocalypse Now) and
American
writers like
Bobbie Ann Mason (In
Camp Counselors needed
Youth exper. & refs. Horseback
ride/waterfront / swim/ rockclimb. SF East Bay. 510-2833795 / Roughit@aol.com

No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays

only $5700

* per year

Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
Callforabrochure^J800)Jj5^225

Professor Lutz, "is to
understand how artists
have used film and litera
ture to make sense of a com
plex historical conflict that
almost tore apart American
society."
"The Vietnam War in
Film" is co-taught by
Bophasy
Saukarn,
a
Cambodian native who
earned her M.B.A. and B.A.
from UOP. The class meets
Saturday, April 11, 9 a.m.5:30 p.m., and Sunday, April
12, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., in WPC

"Film Criticism," also
taught by Dr. Lutz, offers
students the chance to put
ideas, feelings, and insight^
about movies into writing.
Films will include Prettv
Woman, Terminator 2 and
Pulp Fiction. Reviews will
be critiqued by classmates
and the instructor.
"Film Criticism" meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
April 14-28, 6-9 p.m., in
WPC 202. The cost is $119
for one unit extended edu
cation credit

DouRi! f
OPEN MONDAY DINNER

1*

LOCAL NIGHT - "All Dinner Entrees $10.00 & Under"
Dinners 5:00 - 9:00 p.m.

NOW OPEN TUESDAY LUNCH
11:30 - 2:30

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN

Mon

c

Country) have responded to 140. The cost is $99 plus y5
TERI ALLBRIGHT
Vietnam War. "The key for materials for one unit
Pacifican Guest Writer the
goal of the course," said extended education credit

<JARL!£

"Half Price Pizza'\
Tuesday Nights
t t o IR « t 1
"MwicmRfSiJB*'
KftnlTc&'fetj

I

,

ExpjresAgril 30,1998_

DtostocaifoWatttsi
WHbkkm ' SKtoCaiwaSSZO?

F T~±r. Happy

Buy One Mocha Get One|
FREE! with this ad! i
j

6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE @ BEN HOLT
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 474-6585

Hour 4 -

.75 off every drink except bo

Ladies Night —

Wednesday

$ 1 . 5 0 w e l l d r i n k s & $ 1 . 5 0 dralflHHHHHHHHHHBHIll

Oyster Bar
"Where good friends migrate."
Nightly Happy Hour Specials
Monday thru Friday 4-7

Thursday

—

.?U0P1N:igh^hth

Gradutation Portrait SpeC'a

$2 bottled import b

ATU RE PHOTOGRAPHY

$1.50 Coors Lite and Bud
$2.00 Vodka Coolers and Margaritas
$2.50 Long Island Iced Teas
Comer of March Lane & Bookside

952-3825

Complimentary sodas
for all designated drdl'

2540 Pacific Ave., Suite 1
Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 469-2448

Call to schedule your portrait
appointment. Indoor /
outdoor session available
NOW thru May 31. Don
delay, call today and re t
8 free wallets with order.

METRO.
your organization
-e publicity. Call
^ex @946.2114

DRLY
ONE AND ONLY
T»TCHMAKER

•.•7

iAT IS THE MEDIA
ING ABOUT ORLY?

Pacifican

continued from page 10

the Baun Fitness Center,
and he directs there, but his
main work involves him and
all the athletes here on cam
pus. McBride sets up all the
conditioning programs for
the athletes to practice and
build up their strength. He
also serves as a sports refer
ence to all teachers and stu
dents who may have any
questions about the sports
teams.
McBride's day starts off
pretty early as he has teams
come into the fitness center
and lift weights for an hour
or so. Then, he engages in
various office work and
meets individually with stu

dents as well. He then has
afternoon teams come in and
condition in the center. All
the hours McBride puts in
"at the office" definitely
pays off in his eyes. He gets
to be involved in the many
successes and triumphs of
the athletes as well as the
disappointments.
For
McBride, being around
young athletes and knowing
that he is playing a major
role in their quest for better
fitness and health keeps him
feeling young.
The path that has gotten
McBride to where he is
today started with the influ
ence from one of his profes
sors in college. Professor
Frangionie taught McBride
to pay attention to the little

THE PACIFICAN

details and also had a major
role in the formation of his
work ethic. McBride majored
in exercise science while he
attended
school
in
Connecticut. He then went
on to major in physiologjy
and to complete all his grad
work at Arizona State
University. McBride volun
teered as a strengthening
coach for different women's
sports teams. He then
became the first strength
trainer here at UOP.
If there is one thing that
McBride has learned in his
life, it is that the people who
work the hardest, not just at
sports , but at anything they
may try to do, are the people
who will succeed in life. He
believes that hard work gets

a lot done. The hard work
begins when you set goals
for yourself, but you can
make them easy if you don't
ever give up, and you give
whatever you are trying for
your all. So, now that you
are feeling inspired pick up
that basketball and even
though it doesn't win the
game, make that "three point
shot" or come down to the
fitness center and hop on the
next available Stairmaster.

Editor a note
ffjoulKReasL^stfanasiowho

be the netf Radfican rf die
wedc please call Alw @9162114

Phil Donahue Show
U a Unique personal matchmaker..."
i Reagan Show
born a matchmaker..."

T

illy Jesse Rafael Show
j service is designed for the

H

E

sdonals..."
Los Angeles Show
ofOrly's clients were married live on
show...The wedding of the year"
'witness News (ABC)
!iy, world renowned matchmaker..."
A Morning News
I matchmaker in action..."
wsh T.V. Network
if is a real marrige broker..."

•

http:/ / pacifican.uop.edu/

ell Williams Show
•

tfiy's clients are simply top of the line..."
eve land Tonight Show

•v

liyatouch of class..."
L'.ge County News Channel
If champagne wishes..."
'Northwest Show, Oregon
*tythe one and only matchmaker..."
I Evening Seattle Show
If is an investment in your future..."

-

: <-

/>'

* *r

Check out

-

The Pacifican Online

to interact with the Pacifican:

• Jiaii Petty Show, Canada
"T has a sixth sense..."
Clonal Enquirer
has a dream date for you..."
-3e County Register

Submit letters to the editor

has a match for the sincere singles..."
Heritage Weekly
Is nationally and internationally

• Answer the weekly poll

Angeles Times

5

• ».atches the rich and successful.."
as Morning Newspaper
roade countless introductions..."
^rly Hills Today
' b the Rolls Royce of matchmaking
Aalk

Radio

v a matchmaker

with a sixth sense..."

Nashville Radio
' k a celebrity matchmaker..."

FREE
.

Al

•J

li s I'HONI ( ONSl'l I.M'ION
Kl \ I Kl Y till I S

• Send us email

• Find the latest Pacific news
Find out what staff positions
are available at The Pacifican

If
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Friday,
April 3, 1998

Thursday,
April 2, 1998

it
1 * {i

I

P A C I F I C A N

Baseball, UOP vs. Cal
State Fullerton

2:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

Oak Park Tennis
Complex

Dr. Carlos Rangel

(

Women's Tennis, UOP
vs. Sacramento State

Billy Hebert Field

For more information call
946-2UOP

The Waterfront Warehouse

Women's Water Polo,
UOP vs. California

445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242
Stockton, CA 95203

4:00 p.m.

Chris Kjeldsen Pool

Phone (209) 948-5070

For more information call
946-2UOP

Specializing in auto accidents

For ticket information call
946-2UOP

Men's Volleybal1, UOP
vs. USC
7:00 p.m.

Alex G. Spanos
Center

For ticket information call
946-2UOP

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

tofefoelt

i

pit
AUTHENTIC

i

l\\!FIAJVYWQTYIFPI77A
L h I L/i\N j11Ll 1 IZiLn
SAN[>WK:H£S - RESHSAIADS -SOU?
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2300 W, Apine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Blow Pram 1-5)

K
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S
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$2.0OOff

:
1
1
1
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»iiii coupon
one coupon per pizza

1

expires 5/31/98

MAXWELL'S
BOOKMARK
2103 Pacific five., phone 466-0194
• Coffee, sodas, sandwiches, quiche,
bagels and pastry
• Thousands of new and used books

- •-Authe^evonte; poetry -wGdlngsrfinc!

live music
• Hundreds of CDs and records

I
)

lUIQerb WIkj uixJ*. iotfiui
• Helpful, friendly
i
staff

Prayer Meeting
7:00 -8:00 a.m.

Z-Building West

InterVarsity Pacific
Christian Fellowship
Weekly Meeting
6:00 -11:00 p.m.

McCaffrey Center
Conference Room

i

!
i
i
i

To list your event in
Tlte Pacifican Calendar
call Missy at 946-2115

I Sales
Network
Support

EES

!\

University SyirrOrchestra
Michael Allard, Conduc
8:00 p.m.

Faye Spanos Conce •
Hall

$3.00 General Admiss
free to UOP students
children under 12
For more information
946-2415
Chi Alpha Christie..

Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Sponsored by the Department of English
First Prize: $50.00; Second Prize: $30.00; Third I'
$20.00
OPEN TO: Undergraduate and Graduate Student*
enrolled at UOP
ENTERIES: Up to three enteries accepted
SUBMIT: Three copies of each entry.
DO NOT put your name on your enteries. Please ah ? • 11
seperate cover sheet with your name, address, phw
number, Social Security Number and the titles of umr
poem(s).
Please staple entries that are more than one page.
Submit to English Department Office located in kudo
Hall 206.
DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 15,1998
Winners to be announced at The Annual Spring Banqu
in May(If you are able to attend, you may read youro ^
Repair

brother
COMFVUX
Brother
Compaq
—^K.

-hT Packard Bell
"

946.2U

THE 1998 PASSEL POETRY Pm]

Packard Boll

fK.
1"
Apple
"fH

IBM
IBM

New and
Refurbished
Computers

TUESDAY NIGHT 1$
COLLEGE NIGHT
at Valley Brewing Co-

Happy Hour Beer D

Discount food speco
(with Student IUI
8-11 p.m.

Upgrades
On-Site
Service

'Some Restrictions Apply

Custom Built
Computers

Call Us For All Your
Computer Needs!

• Outdoor patio
Excellent food
Specialty brews
Casual atmosp

Is this a great pj« i l
t o be or what.

EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE!

I

Stockton's literary tradition since1989, newly
expanded far the twenty-first century.

™.

Printers
& Laptops

Open 6:00 am to 10:00 pm weekdays,
&00 am to midnight weekends
(

H

Support

Missy Di

CALENDAR |

NEW LOCATION!"

[j
SOFTWARE ft
COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C
(Just East Of FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane & El Dorado)

Open daily for lu

157 W.AdamsStrec'
aM-2739,

—

CALENDAR
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Weekly Service
8:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms —

Mercury Rising - R
n,il<:(l2:00,2:30,5:00)

7:35.10:10

Barney's Great
Adventure - G
Daily: (10:40,12:25,2:20,4:10) 6:00

[A Confidential - R
0a,ly:

(10:55.1:40.4:15) 7:05,10:00

GoodWill Hunting - R
Daily: (11:0S, 1:45,4:20) 7:00,9:55

> QUIET & SHADY
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS
. 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
• GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
. NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
' ON-SITE SECURITY

478-1950

Wild Things - R
Daily: (11:30,1:55,4:35) 7:20,9:45

CLOSE TO MALLS
& COUEGES

39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

O K I ) 1. R

YO L R

c I.ASS

R I Ml

NOW

The Man in the Iron
dask - PG13
Daily: (10:45.1:3S,4:25) 7:15,10:05

J.S. Marshals -

PG 13

Daily: (10:50,1:30,4:30) 7:30,10:15

The Wedding Singer - PGI3
Daily: 745,9:50

lide -

R

Fri-Tue: 7:25,9:35

Meet the Deedles -

PG

Fri-Tue: (11:00,12:55,2:55,5:10)
Friday -Tuesday 4/3 - 4/7

41 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny't"

__

iomia

Marinated Carved from die Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs
Barbequed Beef Sandwich

Stop by the McCaffrey Center April 1 & 2 from
10:00a.m.-3p.m. and order your personalized
graduation announcements. Now is the time to
order your class ring and Jostens will Guarantee
Graduation Delivery. Ask for special ring discounts.

from our Wood Burning Oven

,J( )STRNS

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper

At »•€» *10

TAN FELIPE
GRILL

Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
"STOCKTONS BEST
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM, VISA, Discover 6'

MasterCard

Baseball, VOP vs. Cal
State Fullerton
11:00 a.m.
Saturday,
Billy Hebert Field
For ticket information call
April 4, 1998
946-2UOP
Healing Church
Baseball, VOP vs. Cal
Wounds
State Fuller ton
Sponsored by First Church
12:00 p.m.
of Christ
Billy Hebert Field
For ticket information call 3:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel
946-2UOP
For more information call
Men's Volleyball, UOP 466-7467
vs. Long Beach State
Catholic Mass
7:00 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos
9:30 a.m.
Morris Chapel
Center
For ticket information call
Hawaii Club
946-2UOP
Weekly Meeting
All Day Lamaze Class 2:00 -4:00 p.m.
McCaffrey Center
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Conference Room
St. Joseph's Medical
Center
For more information call Church of Lutheran
Confession
467-6331
Church Service
Campus Apostolic
7:30 -9:30 a.m.
Fellowship
McCaffrey Center
Conference Room
Prayer Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel

Math Tutor Needed. Will pay 510 per hour. Please call
Austin at 462-5822.

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

Sunday,
April 5, 1998

Help Wanted

• C • A • F • E •

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

THE PACIFICAN

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork
-ru_A. £—i ;s a SWeet eranola of corn and crams
The old Fashioned way.
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
> Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak!
•Camitas (roast pork)

Phone Orders: (209) 953-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane
We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard

*

NATURAL

*

Work at one of the TOP TEN SUMMER CAMPs in the nation!
Douglas Ranch in Carmel Valley is hiring Camp Counselors.
On-Campus interview's Tuesday, April 14. Stop by the (.areer
and Internship Center or www.douglascamp.com.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: High Sierra Resort hiring for all or
part of the summer. Salary plus room and board (530) 65761370.

Miscellaneous

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

FRESH

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

NO LARD

ROOM FOR RENT - N. Stkn home - furnished - Full priveleges S375/mo. - utlil. ind. (209) 477-0583.
Raise S500 in one week. Fundraising opportunities avail
able. No financial obligation. Great for clubs. For more in o
call (888) SI-A PLUS ext. 51.
1992 Ford Mustang Convertible 49 er colors. New top.
brakes, wheels. S7900 Call 4744)617 after 54)0.

ALENDAR
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Welcome to Life
6:00 - 7:30 p.m. & 7:30 - 9:00

SCenter

Tuesday,
April 7, 1998

For more information call
467-6331

Monday,
April 6, 7 998

.m.
t. Joseph's Medical

Campus Apostolic
Christian Fellowship
(C.A.Fe.)

Confidential HIV
Testing
6:00 -8:00 p.m.
Cowell Health Center
Cost is Free (oral testing
$17.00)

Worship Service
7:00 p.m.

McCaffrey Center
Conference Room
Thursday Night Specials

Special Events
committee
Weekly Meeting
2:00 -3:30 p.m.

Miller Beer Specials
You KeepThe Glass!

Taylor Conference
Room

New Outside Patio Sealing
7 Satellite TV's

Expand your customer
base with The
Pacifican's lucrative
market. Reach UOP's
students, faculty, par
ents, alumni, and com
munity supporters by
advertising in The

Now Open on Saturday & Sunday at 9:00 A.M.
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON. CA 95207

(209) 478-6290
ENTRY-LEVEL MANAGEMENT OPEN HOUSE

Wednesday

Weekly Meeting
8:00 p.m.

April 8 1998

.

Becntel International
Center

"Pesos Pontic and
Protest Mexico''

Evensong

The Pacific

ture series

5:15 p.m.- 5:45 p.m.

Experience

For prices and more infJ
Morris Chapel
mation call 946-2424
Free to all
"Native American
Stockton Conncctio>ns
Flute Recital"
7:00
- J p.m.
p.i...
Tuesday World Forum
San
Joaquin Aids
12:00 p.m.
Bechtel International Foundation
For more information a
Center
Free, lunch provided for 476-8533
$3.75 per person, UOP stu
CROSSROADS
dents with ID free
Group Meeting
Softball, UOP vs. St.
6:45 -9:00 p.m.
Mary's
Z-Building West
1:00 p.m., Doubleheader
Phi Alpha Delta
Bill Simoni Field
For more information call Law Fraternity
946-2UOP
6:30 p.m.
Weber Hall #204

Pacifican.

Call 946-2114

JUST
YOUR
TYPE
• Term Papers
• Resumes
• Dissertations

SPENDING 8 HOURS
IN ONE POSITION
REALLY CRAMPS YOUR STYLE.

943-7713

Close to Campus
VI
( ta j>a.v..iiou jhrisat.on..cb4l<nfit'_i>
consider this enterprise Rertt-A-Car has entry-level
", """'iini;nrf,tnir')r.",71vt'Av.'.,,.1rat.e.ri'f.;rr'g. iV-'-.fru-rLf'Yiiv.w.......
make critical decisions. Join us and have hands-on
involvement in every aspect o( business management —
from sates and marketing to customer service and
administration. But here's the real excitement — you II
have a clear shot at outpacing the achievements and
earnings of your peers. Everything you need is here at
Enterprise. All you need to do is use your head. This
growth opportunity offers a competitive salary and
benefits pac kage A college degree is preferred.

I

f or

immediate consideration, fax a resume to

Mary I oil Ptevost at (91b) 487-5843
Or for more information call (916) 487-3100

1

"Park - like setting

$8.99 PLUS TAX

"Fireplaces

Delivery charge $2 w/ minimum
order of 58 or more

"Pool/Spa

1852 Country Club Blvd.
465-4877

Best VslliS:
Best Locstior"

Grouse Run Apartments

405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 95c:

r.AKL 'N BAKE PIZZA

REFLECTIONS
6231 Pacific Avenue, Ste. 3A
Stockton, CA 95207

7824 Thornton Rd
951-9970

Coupon - Offer ends June 30,1998

Jewelry Repair
Stenson s Engraving & Gifts

^Enterprise

.rent-a-car!

v

4663 Pacific Ave
952-7272

Phone: (209) 472-8700
Fax: (209) 472-8707

^

Engraved Glass & Gifts

Visit our Web site at. www.crac.com

W<e arc an equal
opportunity employer.

"Unique 1.2 &3
bedrooms

With this advertisment

'

Schedule an interview at the Career Center today!

EX-LARGE

"Model open daily

$2.00 Off All Pizzas
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Full Service Haircare • Massage • Body Wraps with Vishi Shower
Facials • Permanent Make-up • Manicures • Pedicures

Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
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J I 'LIE AN* ros
LIVING EDITOR
946-2114

Nothin' but net
J U L I E ANTON
Living Editor

. iafe.
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HOURK DVKES-TWO participants slug it out with oversized gloves*ringthe ^TIONM

Health and Fitness Tour hosted by Pacific on Atehley Way- and
"al
:h 26. The message of the health and fitness was highlighted tiirough re
1 March
activities like an artificial rock climbing wall, a gladiator joust.
_.o fly wall, bouncy boxing, bungee cliallenges, football challenges, baseball
Velcro
soccer challenges and health awamess games.

J

Mary's is high on ofBroadway
"Bye Bye Birdie"

' high school puts on performance
ANTON
Editor

'Pring entertainment
^ St. Mary's High
"ill be presenting the
,P°Pular Broadway
i >e Bye Birdie."
°n Elvis Presley's
!In
the army, this
. play is centered
s °wn rock and roll
°nrad Birdie, who
mself in the same sit®*°us fictional char-

""1 his secretary con-

national publicity
~ on the Ed Sullivan

Show to appease his fans,
who are distraught with the
idea of Birdie being shipped
off to war. Needless to say,
amusing
complications
abound and erupt when the
celebrity sends America an
unforgettable good-bye kiss.
The play is under the
direction of Sandi Misasi. It s
musical director and pianist
is Liz Hodgdon Meath. The
technical director is John
"J.D." Delaney and the
choreography is by Tami
Burnham.
The play Trill take place at
the St. Mary's High School
Morelli Auditorium, 5648

North El Dorado Street. The
show is running on Friday
and Saturday, April 17,18,24
& 25 at 8 p.m., Sunday, April
19 and 26 at 2 p.m.. and
Thursday, April 23 at 7 p.m
All tickets are S5.00 and
the auditorium doors open
one half hour before the cur
tain rises.
For ticket information or
reservations, please call 9573340, ext. #101.
Support our local High
Schools and these talented
students by attending a funfilled evening of theatre arts
and the smash hit "Bye Bye
Rirdie."

Remember the first time
you discovered Cliff Notes
and thought you had stum
bled onto the Holy Grail? In
conjunction with the twenti
eth anniversary of the cult
classic Animal House, enter
its new web site at www.animalhouse.com,
an
online guide to col
survival
lege
What once took
nearly
four
years to figure
out is now as
easy as clicking
your mouse.
At
animal
house.com there are
so many different links to
try, you will hardly have
time to look at all of them in
one sitting. There is the Attic
where there is a job board
and a resume builder for all
you job-savvy seniors out
there. There is also medical
advice in the Remedy room,
recipes and coupons in the
Eat Me! link, and message
boards and singles ads in the
Shout! section.
Some of the links are rela

tively common, such as clas
sifieds and travel informa
tion. However, other links
are unique to the site, such
as the Library
which
includes old exams and
papers, information about
other colleges, campus
advice, and the coolest local
hangouts from undergrads
who know what's going on.
(Maybe someone
from UOP will
muster up the
courage
and
add our great
university to
the
animalhouse archives.)
There are also
links to create
your own page that
can be accessed by anyone
tuning
into
animalhouse.com.
Also,
don't forget to try out the
Basement for connections to
CBS Sportsline, movie pre
views, music, games, horo
scopes, and more.
Animalhouse.com is a site
that is tailored to the college
student way of life. 1 highly
recommend you log onto
your nearest Internet server
and check it out soon.

The Soph Spot
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor

I suppose I am due for a
"sappy paragraph concerning
all the people who are close to
me. A little intm here da na
na na na na na na na (theme to
Friends). Friends We all have
them (Hopefully). To mea true
friend Ls one who takes your
tray piled with plates and cups
to the counter after you eat, a
friend is one who will borrow
dress socks and be sure to
wash them after he uses them.
And of course, a friend is one
who will watch Days (f Our
Lrtrs with you, no _ that's a
boyfriend. So anyway, thats
the "sap" for this issue. There
are new tile floors in the rooms
your

here at Grace, I can tell you
Quad people are losing inter
est, so that calls for an occasion
al mop-up job. One of the
amazinglv endless discoveries
that I have made here at college
is that you can use Pledge to
mop your floor. However, there
is an interesting side-effect: the
floor when it dries completely
is severely smooth. You can ice
skate on it without skates. In
fact, practice sessions have
been held in my mom by future
ice skating stars (they take the
dass here at school). Just one of
the many privileges in living in
Grace Covell, take that you
Quad people' Did anyone
notice the seemmgh" endless
amounts of invaders staving
See Soph Spot poge 20
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Top Ten Peking cures a craving for the Orient
Reasons there
should be no
classes on
Mondays
10. More time
to sleep
9. Help for the
weekend
hangover
8. Free time
for Monday
Night Football
7. Longer
vacations
6. More time
to sleep
5. An extra
day to pro
crastinate
4. Three -day
weekends all
the time
3. Extra study
time
2. More time
to call your
mom
1. More time
to sleep
Compiled by
Julie Anton and
Jeremy Webb

ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writer
This week, your beloved
Epicurean Ambassador has
attempted to fill a craving
that she acquired during our
recent Spring Break when
she traveled to Kentucky to
visit relatives.
During my two long
flights, lunchtime came and
went. Being completely rav
enous,
I
immediately
searched for one of those
food courts that have
become so popular at air
ports. I found a sorry excuse
for one and was disappoint
ed in my dining choices. The
thought of a fast food ham
burger made me nauseous,
and the deli there looked
highly
questionable.
Instead, I proceeded to the
Chinese buffet and ordered
a bowl of Chow Mein.
For some strange reason,
at that moment, Chinese
food seemed like a wonder
ful idea. But boy, oh, boy
was I ever wrong.
As I sat down and took
my first bite I was immedi
ately struck with the inner
monologue of "What do you
think you are doing? You
have just crossed the
Mississippi
River,
the
Mason-Dixon Line, are now
in the deep South, and you
expect to be served decent
Chinese food! Idiot!" So,
with regret, I threw away
my pitiful excuse for Chow
Mein and traveled onto
Kentucky with an ache in
my empty stomach. Right
then and there, a craving
was created for tastebudtingling Chinese food.
As soon as time allowed
after I returned to wonder
ful Stockton and beautiful
UOP, I grabbed a dining
companion and headed for
Peking Restaurant located
on 7555 Pacific Avenue, one
block south of Hammer
Lane. The dilapidated exte
rior conceals a beautiful and
elegant interior.
As my luncheon compan
ion and I sat down we
noticed and were impressed

by the unusual and appetiz
ing specials that Peking has
on the menu. However,
being short on time, we
opted for the lunch specials
that they offer at exception
ally student friendly prices.
Each Lunch Special includes
Egg Drop Soup, a Spring
Roll, fried wontons, and
steamed rice. Combined
with your main dish, you
certainty won't leave hun
gryHowever, unlike my pre
vious dining experiences at
Peking Restaurant, which
were all exceptionally satis
fying, I left lunch feeling bit
ter. I had ordered the
Chicken Chow Mein lunch
special and my dining com
panion had chosen the Eight
Hot Delicacies lunch special.
My Chow Mein tasted a
little greasy and my dining
companion said that the
Continued on page 20

Recipe of the week

Country
Strawberry
Shortcake
ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writer
2 1/3 cups of pancake mi*
1/2 cup milk
3 tbs. sugar
3 tbs. melted butter
1 qt. strawberries
Wash, slice and sweeten
strawberries with sugar to
taste. Mix ingredients unto
soft. Bake at 425 degreefor 10-12 minutes in nun
stick 8 inch cake pan Sen.
with whipped cream.

Dr. Alan Ray's jokes
web site: http://www.telejoke.com
Dr. Alan Ray Is a professor of Communication who shares his sense of humor through •
Pacifican and has a daily column in lite LA. Times

KATHY TROUBLES
The
National
Mobilization
Against
Sweatshops is picketing
Kathy
Lee
Gifford.
Organizers had a tough time
keeping the picket line 200
feet away from her. Most
people won't get that close.

PRIMARY COLORS
"Primary Colors" is out in
theaters. President Clinton
will eventually see it, but
right now he has no particu
lar date in mind. All the
interns are busy.

mem

FRESNO STATE^
The college basCis
Why do

season coming*^
Fresno Sta* ^
have trouble plC o...
referees? Because i
ally the player? wh
stripes.
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lartial arts star Jackie Chan has done it again
Jackie is about to get cooked.
To make matters worse,
apetit, action lovers! the drug dealers' worst ene
sockey meets chop mies, the motorcycle-riding
,v in Mr. Nice Guy as Demons, want the tape, too,
they've kidnapped
£je Chan, playing a and
jVed television chef, is Jackie's girlfriend to get it.
iued by a gang of ruth- The police aren't much help,
so Jackie is forced
j drug dealers
_ think he has The hoods were to take off his
apron and give
videotape that
originally
his fans a double
„|d cook their
helping of his
chasing a
use.
Of course, it's pretty journalist famous specialty:
Hong Kong-style
a misunderwho shot the action.
nding.
The
With
nine
incriminating
ods were origiincredible fight
||y chasing a
tape.
^_ scenes and an
etty journalist —
eye-popping
shot the
chase
on
a
horse-drawn car
But
criminating
tape.
iie, forever the reluctant riage through crowded city
ro, came to her defense streets, Mr. Nice Guy boasts
id she accidentally switches more spectacular stunts than
tape with one of Jackie's, the last three Jackie Chan
iw he has the evidence, the films combined. As a result
urnalist has a video of of Chan's extraordinary pop
ckie making pasta, and ularity in the U.S., the film is

Ly LINE CINEMA

L
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Top 10 videos

-The Devil's Advocate
• The Game
G.I. Jane
• Nothing To Lose
ml*'''

Contact

The Matchmaker
Most Wanted
Event Horizon
• Soul Food

also his first movie to be shot one of Hong Kong's' leading movie history again in their
actor-directors, who previ first collaboration in ten
entirely in English.
Mr. Nice Guy reunites ously directed him in seven years, which contains some
Jackie Chan with Samo hit films. Using modern of Jackie's best trademark
Hung, a fellow alumnus of locations for maximum tributes to the masters of
the Peking Opera School and effect, the two friends make silent screen comedy.

Now in stereo... new music
from Mono and Fretblanket
JULIE ANTON
Living Editor

Air Force One

Jackie Chan strikes a blow against drug dealers in his new American film "Mr. Nice Guy.''

Well, music fans, I have a
real treat for your ears this
week.
From
PolyGram
Records comes two great
new CDs that are sure to
please a variety of listeners.
A band called Mono,
which was featured in the
movie Great Expectations,
starts us out with a cool new
sound in their hit new album
Formica Blues. Songs from
this CD include titles like
"The Outsider," "High Life,"
and "Hello Cleveland!" and
keep the audience tuned in

with their unique sound.
My favorite song on the
album is entitled "Life in
Mono," which is also the hit
song
from
the
Great
Expectations soundtrack. It
can currently be heard on
QWOD 106.5 FM from
Sacramento, but it's not the
only great song on this CD.
Mono's music has a
smooth and rich sound that
is unequaled. I look forward
to their next album and
encourage all of you to check
out "Formica Blues."
This next CD I'm not as
fond of. Fretblanket has
launched onto the music

scene with their new album
entitled Home Truths From
Abroad. It's not a bad CD
but it leaves something to be
desired.
Fretblanket's sound is
hard-core alternative, but it
somehow remains unique in
its principles.
Fretblanket's newest song,
"Into the Ocean," has
already made a name for
itself when it was voted
number one on MTV's hit
show "12 Angry Viewers."
Home
Truths
From
Abroad and Formica Blues
are in stores now, check them
out!

M.U.S1G

Top 10 singles
1. Will Smith "Gettin' Jiggy
Wit It"
2. Celine Dion "Mv Heart
Will Go On"
3. K.P & Eny "Swing My
Way"
4. Mase "What You Are"
5. Wyclef Jean "Gone Till
November"
6. Jimmy Ray "Are You
Jimmy Ray?"
7. Lord Tariq & Peter Gunz
"Deja Vu (Uptown Baby)"
8. Aretha Franklin "A Rose
Is Still A Rose"
9. LeAnn Rimes "How Do I
* •
rt
Live
10. Next "Too Close"

College Student Day

XOCHIMILCO

cm

Wednesday is VOL'K Pay.

Missioi? Villas
TOWN

HOME APARTMENTS

HUGE FLOORPLANS
Mon -Sat. 9:30-5:30

M

• Gated Community

STARTING AT $565 *• Garage
Full Size Washer / Dryer
• Fireplaces
209-951-0287
"Live the Difference"

• Close to Shopping

$12 Shampoo, Cut & Style
Pen
$29 Nova Perms
S25 Haircolor
Wednesday Only Must
present student ID to
receive discount.

REGIS

HAIRS rVUSTS

Weberstown Mall
957-9995

FINE MEXICAN CUISINE

U

SM*» W

C-»
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Weekly soap opera update
ALL

MY

CHILDREN:

Stuart's demand to be heard at
Adam and Liza's div orce pro
ceedings caused an upheaval.
Marian fainted when she real
ized with whom she actually
slept. Brooke found photos of
herself and her family in Jim's
darkroom. Ryan asked Erica
for more money, unaware that
she's on to him. Dimitri gave
Brooke a gun. Wait To See:
Edmund fights for his life.
ANOTHER WORLD: Jake
spurned Vicky, but vowed to
continue to be part of Steven
and
Kirkland's
lives.
Amanda found Paulina's
hiding place. Joe acted to
bring in the person who
really started the fire. Vicky
made a deal with Lila to get
her to drop her civil suit
against Jake. Felicia told Matt
Rachel may have doubts about
Carl. Wait To See: Joe is ready
to act, but is Paulina ready to
come back?
DAYS OF OUR LIVES; John
told Hope he'll help her search
for answers to the missing
pieces of her past. Mike was
surprised to find Laura had a
new bottle of plascidan, which
she said was for an emergency.
Later, Roman found an empty
bottle of plascidan that could
link Laura to Kristen's death.
Bo told Hope he'll never give
up trying to win her back.
Kristen, still disguised as
Susan, kissed a very surprised
John. Mike's old rival, Craig,
arrived in Salem. The real
Susan tried to persuade Maya
to help her escape from the
harem. Meanwhile, Edmund
wondered why "Susan" hasn't
been quite herself lately. Wait
To See: Laura realizes she's a

Soph spot_
continued from page 17
over here last weekend? You
know those Profile students? I
remember when I was a per
spective student, but I don't
remember so many students
being trashed and sloshed as 1
saw last weekend. It's so
ridiculous. I mean, all these
students see about UOP is the
partying and drinking aspect.
It is so unbalanced. I mean
these students won't effective

suspect in Kristen's death.
GENERAL

HOSPITAL:

Katherine realized Stefan was
still
preoccupied
with
thoughts of Laura. Bobbie told
Luke where Lucky had been
hiding out. Luke later reas
sured Liz she did not cause her
rape. Sarah demanded Audrey
tell Liz that she, too, had been a
rape victim. A shocked Luke
saw Lucky shake hands with
Helena over a new deal. Tony

moment between Georgie and
Bo. Mel and Renee made a
date. Starr's reactions to Todd
reminded him of his own trou
bled childhood. Blair pretend
ed to be her cousin, Kelly,
while meeting with Ian's
lawyer. Max realized R.J. had
lied to him: the twins are alive!
Wait To See: Dorian and Blair
make a deal.
PORT CHARLES: Grace
and Bobby were
0 injured in the
shootout. Kevin
asked his father,
Victor, to move in
with him. Scon
offered to help
Lucy out of her
financial
dilemma.
Meanwhile, Victor tracked
Rex's money electronically.
Bennett locked Joe, Karen, and
Eve out of the lab after learning
they were altering their data.
Chris later "ratted" to Devlin
about their plans to break into
the lab. Ellen was drawn into
the argument between Matt
and his father. Wait To See:
Kevin tells Lucy a secret about
the book, "General Homicide."

promised to
get Robin her medication, but
instead celebrated his birthday
with Bobbie and Lucas. Jason
later found Robin and Michael,
leading Carly and Bobbie to
share an emotional moment.
Wait To See: Helena receives a
dangerous visitor.
GUIDING LIGHT: Reva
realized she wasn't alone on
the island. Meanwhile, in
Springfield, "young" Reva
asked for answers from
Michael and Josh. Later, Cassie
reeled in shock when Michael
told her who Josh's young
friend is. Blake almost told her
brother, Hart about her feel
ings for Ben. Beth continued to
resist Harley taking action
against Carl, but Phillip took
maners into his own hands.
Wait To See: Dinah confronts a
new challenge regarding Rob's
intentions.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Rachel
noticed an apparently close

he'll cut all ties with Nikki.
Nick told Jack of Sharon's con
tinuing preoccupation with
Cassie. Veronica anempted to
seduce Joshua, and then made
a shocking admission to him.
Paul asked Chris to leave their
home so they could have space
while they sorted out the prob
lems in their marriage. Paul
later warned Danny not to get
his hopes up of reclaiming
Chris' love. Phillip tried to get
Ryan to reconcile with Nina.
Efru considered accepting the

ly experience UOP until they
are slumped over in stall 4 in
the bathroom puking up their
dinners and lunches not to
mention the "beverages" con
sumed given out by the gener
ous students already here. It's
just something that goes unno
ticed during Profile Day that
should be included. Well, once
again the Oscars were boring,
as usual. That movie that fea
tures the $200 million row boat
that springs a leak took eleven
Oscars. I know it was good,

but...wow. Why is there such a
fascination with the Titanic? I
mean, suppose the ship had
not been sliced by the iceberg
and sunk to one of the deepest
trenches of the Atlantic. Then
there wouldn't have been a
story. On the other hand, that
would have been a normal
occurrence which is what the
Titanic wasn't, because it sank.
Hmmm. Quite profound.
Well, I suppose it does make
for a good bedtime story,
albeit a three-hour one.

THE YOUNG AND THE
REST LESS: Victor told Diane

Horoscopes
Aquarius
Accept a fun invitation to
go away for the weekend. In
fact, singles meet with excit
ing new romantic prospects.

Aries
Partners are on the same
wave-length this week.
Later, a pep talk brings fam
ily members together to
rally for a common cause.

Taurus
Travel
plaps
could
include a visit vtith an old
friend. You sometimes con
centrate too heavily on the
esoteric and ignore the
basics.

Gemini
Your single-minded dedi
cation to a project this week
is admirable, but it's time to
welcome suggestions from
others. A turning point will
shortly be reached.

Cancer
You're very effective in
dealings with higher-ups, so
make your move. Don't be
afraid to aim for the sky
w

my.

Sagittarius

Pisces
Partners p|ay
important
role "lyourij
uu-our
r
the near:
near future.
future. s,v.,i
Soc„
continues at a mwr.
for you. A fuhm set,„
on the agenda.

Leo

Domestic interest
high lighted, althoug
could take time .osports later in the
Couplesenjoy going c
weekend.

Virgo
Expect some stimul
talks with friends who at
on your intellectual
Getting the facts vou m
this week should
main priority *

Libra
Intuition aids your c.im
but it's common sense th
dictates your current ti
dal moves You see hapr
surprised at thesolution t
pressing dilemma this wo.
end.

Scorpio

It's a gopd time for *
promotion since you're at
to communicate Jto«r id-,
effectively this k a P*
week to talk to Miperr
about raises. **

Capricorn

Insisting op your own
way wqrr't^etAuu what you
want. However, charm, per
suasiveness and a generally
reasonable approach works
wonders. * -

The accent is on roman
and
^tiv,t"
Financial mtere^ r /
thanks tayourca?pful pu
ning and atte

Restaurant

satisfied does not const*
a bad review.
So,
in
my
Epicurean
Am 1
opinion, Peking
is an excellent restaur^
patronize for Chm^
sine and 1S a f
^
alternative to as
Besides, no restaur.^

continued from page 18
Eight Hot Delicacies was
unsatisfactory. Our server
was not the most attentive I
have ever had either.
All in all, I attributed our
unsatisfactory experience to
the fact that everyone has a
bad day and decided that
just one unfortunate dining
experience from a restaurant
where I have always been

coul<L rd cotf
earth
worse than the fo
Missouri.
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Men's LocrcKw

M

Tigers beat St. Mary's;
qualify for WCLL playoffs
STEVE CABRAL
Pacifican Staff Writer

were held last week.

Intramural update

"March Madness" on the sion finale came to an end
Intramural level began the with Black Hole defeating Six
of March 24th with Pack Atack 36-28.
mnny
The Championship game
unpredictable out
for the Men's B division was
comes.
The women's division was decided in a hard fought battle
decided in a nailbiter as E between Saco De Leche and
I Neribus Hoopem defeated Phi The Scottish Soccer fans, with
^'•a Chi 38-37 in overtime. the Soccers Fans on top with a
Co Rec division champi- 56-41 victory.
i,rship between The Slackers
The Gym heated up as Old
+
Decrepit took the floor
The Rix was another heatcontest with the Slackers against One Shot in the Men's
pulling out a 44-33 victory in A Championship. The under
sized One Shot provided an
hnal period.
The Napolean B champi- upset with a 45-40 victory
hip matched up Shohuko earning them their second
-'inst a tough Too Small Intramural Championship.
Cnew
Men's AA proved to be a
squad. The men of Too
Crew ran away with a well earned championship as
Son of Slum Lords faced off
'"L> victory.
|n Napolean A action the against Phi Delta Theta. It was
Son of Slum Lords that proved
lrP shooters of One Shot
.'hated Phi Delta Theta 38- to be victorious as they he
•n a contest which was off the many comeback
'all the way down to the attempts by Phi DHL and
'Uzzer. The Men's C divi edged out a 52-45 victory.

The Tigers have had a
rocky season, but they have
had some highlights, includ
ing the first victory over the
Alumni in 17 years.
Also last weekend, they
clinched the playoffs for the
first time in the team's histo
ry. Last year's playoffs
hopes were crushed when
St. Mary's beat Pacific 1211,and
this
pre-season
Pacific was beat again by the
Gaels 16-4, but they refused
to lose three in a row and a
chance at the playoffs this
season.
The game last Saturday
' *£-*•
ended up being a see-saw
•
—
battle including four lead
changes and four ties with
(3G/2A), and junior Ryan faced nationally ranked
the Tigers prevailing 13-11.
University of Illinois and
Coach Andy Snaider said, Pinkham (1G/ OA). The goal
ended up losing 17-6 to a
by
Pinkham
was
a
one
timer,
"the key factors that helped
better skilled team. Pacific
us win were good man assisted by senior James
tied the game early at 1-1 on
down defense, great goal- "thunder" Ward, which
a goal by junior Uriah
gave
the
Tigers
a
7-6
lead
at
tending and the best offen
Delozior(lG/lA) but then
half-time.
sive display of the year."
were
dusted and trailed the
Pacific never trailed the
The Tigers almost lost the
remainder
of the game. The
game for themselves by second half and were cling
Tigers were able to get
ing
to
a
one
goal
lead
most
committing 12 penalties and
above their usual average
playing a lot of the game of the game. Crucial face-off on second half goals scored
wins by freshman Robbie
short-handed.
by Broberg (3G/1A) and
Pacific does not have a Adams and James Ward Cabral
(1G/1A).
The
helped
keep
the
ball
with
high powered offense and
defense of Brown, Phillips
the
offense.
usually wouldn t win in a
In the third quarter and Captain Jeff Stiff gave
shoot-'out, but Tigers who
the opposiotion some bruis
average only 4 goals a game Broberg added two more to es to take back to Illinois.
give
him
a
total
of
five
goals
were able to get a season
The defense played a much
high 13, with goals from six on the day and the Tigers better second half holding
lead 10-9 at the end of the
different players.
the opposition to only six
The Gaels jumped out to a third. The fourth quarter goals after giving up eleven
came down to tough play by
1-0 lead by scoring in the
the defense and the goalie, in the first half.
first thirty seconds of the
This Saturday, April 4th,
and an outside blast by
game, but Pacific came back
the
Tigers, who are current
Ward which put the Tigers
with goals by junior Steve
ly
4th
place in their league,
in front 13-10 three with
Cabral on an open netter
will host Division 2 North
and a goal by freshman only five minutes left.
From that point defense- leader Sacramento State at
Shannon Dynge which gave
Noon on Brookside Field.
man Tony Phillips and Ted
them the lead until it was
UOP will likely travel to
Brown were knocking bod
knotted up 2-2 at the end of
Sacramento for the first
ies around making sure St.
the first quarter. The Gaels
round of playoffs on April
Mary's would not get back
then took a 5-3 lead in the
18th
into the game and freshman
The
Western
Club
second quarter, but the
goalie Joel Coif shut the
Lacro-.se League (WCl 1)
Tigers were able to claw
door by playing a solid
•vision l&lt Final Four and
their way back into the
game once again with 19
•-star ;ames will be hosted
game with goals by senior
Wayne Broberg (5G/ 2A), saves.
by Pacific April 24-26
On Sunday The Tigers
junior
Steve
Cabral
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Four-game home stand
begins with win and a loss

Club rugby involved in scrum

MIKE PHILLIPS
Pacifican Staff Writer
The number-three ranked
BYU Cougars were just too
much for the Tigers when
they met on Tuesday. The
Tigers fell in three games.
The first game began
strong, with the Tigers lead
ing 10-8 at one point.
Although they played strong,
they couldn't hold that lead,
losing 15-12.
The second game was
dominated by the Cougars,
who took off with a 3-0 lead.
The Tigers couldn't over
come this deficit, losing the
game 7-15.
Pacific was unable to gath
er any momentum before the
third game, and begun the
same way they left off. Ian
Crosno rallied the team, but
couldn't do enough. They
still lost 8-15.
Pacific began its four-game
home stand with a win over
U.C. Santa Cruz last Friday at
the Spanos Center. The Tigers
went into the game with a 813 record to face the 4-11
Banana Slugs was followed
by Darrell Dillmore and Tim
Jenson who added 12 kills
each.
The match began well for
the Tigers, taking the first
game 15-9. They were able to
carry that momentum into
the second game, but it was a
battle, winning by a close
score of 15-13. The third

Above: Dan Millsap gets wrapped up around the waist by
a Sac State defender during last Saturday's UOP club
rugby game. The Tigers were beaten 45-0 by the Honu •• \
This Saturday UOP plays at Brookside Field.
Below: Sac State and UOP rise to the occasion in a nifry \
game which featured more than a few bumps and brum.

KeAli'i Alexander sets up J.D. Brosnan for the Tiger attack
inUOP's win against the UC Santa Cruz Banana Slugs.
game was dominated by the
Tigers, who took the game
15-9.
This game once again
belonged to Dylan Herrick,
who led the team in kills with
23, and hitting percentage
with an impressive .559. He
Dan Fisher and KeAli'i
Alexander led in the setting

department with 30 and 32
assists, respectively. Pacific
ability to hit a team average
of .326, compared to .200 for
UCSC, was a key to their vic
tory.
The Tigers were also
strong at the net with 12
blocks, compared to 6 from
the opposition.

BAUN STUDENT
FITNESS CENTER _
Fitness Membership Includes:
Free Aerobics, Stairmaster Equipment,
Racquetball, Weight Machines, and a
Huge Free Weight Area!

Summer's Near ... Come
Get Your Body In
Beach Shape For
Now $30 For Remainder Of The Senwstcr.
Hours
Tim fenson gets low to bump a UC Santa Cruz kill to help UOP win 15-9, 15-13, 15-9.

M-R: 7:00 am -10:00 pm
F: 7:00 am - 7:30 pm
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The second half ofUOP's water polo game with USt.
proved to he a disaster for the Tigers as they lost 12-5
Smith was up to the challenge and scored each of her
Continued from page 24
team-high three goals in the
first quarter to set the Tigers
Meg Wvnstra.
USC was up next (last up with a 3-2 cushion.
However, Nicole Martin
Saturday) and the Tigers were
hungry to avenge Thursday's had other ideas, tossing in
three goals to lead the Trojan
loss.
Molly Smith was particu onslaught. Pacific managed
larly fired up since she had only one goal in the second
been shutout against Hawaii, half to SC's six as they were
swept away.
the first time this season.

Polo

nJee McArthur pitched a one-hitter vs. Cal State Nortliridge last Sunday for a victory.

> | tibalL
| tmuedfroi
tinned from page 24
! doubleheader
with
thridge.
irandee McArthur (6-7)
'the win, giving up one
a the second game, Leslie
^ers pitched 5.2 innings

of solid ball and the Tigers
got the win 3-1. McArthur
did it at the plate this time
going l-for-3 and two RBI.
In Saturday's games, the
Tigers split a twinbill with
New Mexico State losing the
first game 1-0 behind a lack
of offense and winning the
second game 2-0.

TEAM LEGENDS
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS. IACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
REC1EVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

Uop SPECIAL

. DISCOUNT ON ALL

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

S<-IMPLEMENTS AND

SERVICES FOR
STUDENTS

UNLIMITED

$29 /

MONTH

TANNING

Studios

1 Bedroom
2
Towtihouses m

'

^ Pacific Ave Suite C-l
bt°ckton, CA 95207

J209) 951-6299

&

yp^KHAN

down 3-2 to Hawaii and 6-4 to
USC, they lost both games 9-4
and 12-5 respectively. Just like
viewing window at Chris the month of March, UOP
Kjeldsen Pool. I was shocked women's water polo goes in
at how much goes on where like a lion and out like a lamb
the refs can't see. 1 always in games.
Gut check for softball
knew water polo was a rough
umpires:
Really x'ery poor
sport but after watching from
officiating
in Sunday's dou
below the surface, water polo
bleheader
with Cal State
is brutal.
Northridge.
Serious lack of bleachers
Rugby crazy
Bleachers are seriously in
My
new favorite UOP
demand at Chris Kjeldsen
sport
is
rugby. Saturday s
Pool. There are some bleach
game
vs.
Sac
State was noth
ers on one side, but the oppo
site side of the pool is first- ing to brag about (we lost 45come first-serve for the fix e 0) but what a crazy game.
folding chairs there are to sit There is nothing not to love
about it. Its basically tackle
in.
football without the pads. A
Gut check time
Gut check for men's volley bunch of guys running
ball: Stop playing uninspired around, tackling each other
volleyball and try to look and passing around some
more like a team. Last crazv oblong ball. It's nuttier
Friday's game vs. UC Santa than a walnut grove.
Orange socks
Cruz was not the most funda
The
best thing about the
mentally sound volleyball
rugbv team at UOP, has got be
I've ever seen.
Gut check for women's their orange socks. All UOP
water polo: The team pre teams should wear orange
tends to play with an oppo socks.
Somebody needs to tell
nent in the first half, and then
Walter
to get rid of his Mack
has an all out collapse in the
second half. After being socks he wore during
QoTf)€r.
continued from page 24

Saturday's game. He looked
like he was a referee.
Who said anything about
playoffs?
So the UOP men's club
lacrosse team has qualified
for the playoffs after winning
three games? What kind of a
Mickey Mouse league is this
where you win three games
and make playoffs? Whatever
happened to making every
game count in order to solidi
fy a postseason? It all went
out the window with lacrosse.
Big Dance orer
I was bitter about how the
NCAA basketball champi
onship turned out. Utah had
victory in their hands and
Kentucky stole it from them
like it belonged to the 'Cats all
along. UK's 78-69 win was
testimony to their great
stretch run down the end of
the season. Their last three
Tournament wins against
Duke, Stanford and Utah
were all comeback v ictories.
The Tournament as a whole
was one of the most memo
rable in recent history and
March Madness is just that
especially when you can t
predict any upsets.
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C'S CORNER
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
Hit the showers

Debbie Wilson smacks the ball Saturday against New Mexico State. The Tigers played solid softball and won three games.

Softball

UOP goes 3-for-4 on the weekend

Leslie Rodgers wins two on the mound to help even Tigers' record at 13-13

COLTON
Sports Editor

C.

Sometimes all you really
need is one big inning. UOP
(13-13, 8-4 Big West) smacked
its opponent in three out of
four weekend games and two
were thanks to one big

inning.
None were better than the
3-1 comeback victory the
Tigers scored over Cal State
Northridge last Sunday at Bill
Simoni Field. A fourth inning
two-RBI double by freshman
shortstop Adrienne Ratajczak
broke a 1-1 tie. Ratajczak's

hard liner went right down
the third base line to bring in
Lorin Garbarino and Maria
Saldana.
After committing an error
in the third inning for
CSUN's only run, Ratajczak
wanted redemption and her
double did the trick.

"I was thinking I gotta get
it back," said Ratajczak, "we
gotta score these runs. I mean
I made that error for that one
(CSUN) run to score." The
mild-mannered
freshman
from Anaheim went 2-for-5 in
See Softball page 23

Women's Water Polo

Second-half sorrows
THE PACIFICAN
The Pacific women's water
polo team (1-8) had trouble
putting two halves together in
two games last week.
Hawaii defeated Pacific 9-4
going away last Thursday at
Chris Kjeldsen Pool. Maggie
Philips scored two of her teamhigh three goals to stake UOP
to the early lead but Hawaii
fought back to win.
After keeping the game
close for three quarters, the
Tigers collapsed in the fourth
quarter being outscored 4-1.

Coach Vikki Gorman rarely
went to the bench and fatigue
played a tremendous factor in
UOP's demise.
Missed
opportunities
destroyed any semblance of
offense for the Tigers. Simply
put, no goals equal no victory.
Cari
Bertrand's
4-meter
attempt (water polo's version
of the penalty shot) was denied
by Hawaii goalie Lila Fraser.
Hawaii's Marie-Luc Arpin
notched three goals against
UOP's freshman keeper
See Polo on page 23

Last Sunday, during t|
softball matchup betivn
UOP
and
Cal Sta
Northridge, one of the assj
tant coaches in Northridge
dugout had been vocalizing
the home plate umpire
umpire went to go and ^pe.
to the head coach who wast
third base and the assists
came out of the dugout at
said, "If you got something
say to me, be brave enough
say it to me." The ump turn
around and said, "Coa
you're outta here!'
Overconfident dugout

In the Saturday's secot
softball game vs. New Meu
State, UOP's jumped out U
2-0 lead. The UOF dugo
with all of their color
chants, started yelling.
gonna win the game! n
first inning! I found
saying, "There's a lot of gj
left to play, ladies.' -1
ended up winning 2-0, 11 (
not get so overconfident 1
first inning.
,
Fundraisingforfiel<l'

It's great that W?
hockey team is ah11' ' .
money for their team
ing nachos, hot dogs >
whatnot. But when
Vechinski tried to se
kins, I knew somethir
J i y wrong
wiui>5terribly
Underivater zi">"

b

I kept hearing abo
.
, .1 •„ ..rnmPll s y
physical this women^ ^
polo game IS. So
.
the underhanded u
activity via the unde*
Moira Patterson looks for a teammate in UOP-USC game.

See Corner^

